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Laura K. Jones
Schultz Is Out as Initiative Chairman
Lou Schultz, chairman/CEO of Initiative Media Worldwide, was
asked to step down last week after two years running Interpublic Group of Cos.' global media network. No replacement was
named. Schultz is expected to remain with IPG in a still -undetermined role. Initiative this month lost its flagship client, the Walt
Disney Co., to Starcom in a $500 million media consolidation.

Sepp Steps Up to Publisher at Fast Co.
Linda Sepp has been promoted from associate publisher of G+J
USA's Fast Company to publisher, replacing Gary Mirkin, who
exited after a little more than a year with the magazine. Sepp,
who helped launched Fast Company in 1995, is the third publisher for the title since G+J acquired it in December 2000. Fast
Company struggled in 2001 with the challenging
ad market, sliding 53.6 percent, to 987 ad
pages, according to the Mediaweek Monitor.
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which closed in mid -September. Total magazine revenue in
2001 fell 4.9 percent, to $16.2 billion, according to the Publishers Information Bureau, and ad pages tumbled 11.7 percent, to
237,613. The biggest ad -category decline in revenue: technology, which dropped 28.8 percent.

NAB, CEA Select Markets for DTV Effort
The National Association of Broadcasters and the Consumer
Electronics Association will kick off a promotional campaign at
the end of January aimed at increasing consumer awareness
of digital TV. The effort will run in Indianapolis; Portland, Ore.;
and Houston, with Washington, D.C., slated for later this year.
A total of 229 TV stations in 80 markets are now broadcasting
digital signals.

CNN/SI to Shut Down for NBA Net

NBC, MSNBC and CNBC plan to air 375.5 hours
of coverage from the Salt Lake City Olympics for
17 days beginning Feb. 8, more than double the
179 broadcast hours that aired on CBS and TNT
from the Winter Games in Nagano, Japan, in
1998. NBC will air 168.5 hours, including 110.5
hours of live coverage. The two cable networks
will air 207 total hours, of which 131 will be live.

AOL Time Warner will shut down its CNN/SI cable
network upon finalizing a 50-50 partnership with
the National Basketball Assn. on a new cable network featuring NBA games. Management has
offered to let the 190 CNN/SI employees apply
for positions at the planned new AOL Sports Network or accept severance packages. The NBA's
current deals with NBC and TNT and TBS ends in
June. A new deal with AOL Time Warner and Walt
Disney Co. had not been signed as of press time
last week.

ABC Says YES to Begging Sports

Addenda: UPN president Dean Valentine offi-

NBC & Co. Double Olympics Hours

cially left the company last Friday...CBS Television
president Leslie Moonves said the network will
not follow NBC in accepting liquor ads...Michael
Newsweek editor Mark
Teicher, senior vp of ad sales at Replay TV, has
Whitaker is upgrading the
been hired by Warner Bros. Domestic Television
look of his book Page 21
Distribution as executive vp of media sales, overseeing ad sales for first -run and off -network programming...USA Network named Rick Holzman
Local Media 9
vp of research and planning...The Weather ChanABC Pushes Chair Before Chamber
Market Profile 10
nel will be the exclusive weather info provider to
ABC has moved up the premiere date of its new
Gannett Co.'s USA Today beginning Jan. 21...CMP
reality series, The Chair, to Jan. 15 at 8 p.m. Fox
Media Elite 25
Media last week shuttered Internet Week, which
plans to launch its similarly themed The Chamber
launched in 1983 as Communications Week...The
Media
Person
26
on Sunday, Jan. 20, before moving the show to its
Radio -Television News Directors Association will
regular 8 p.m. Friday slot on Jan. 25. The two
hold its 2002 convention in tandem with the Nashows are so similar that ABC is suing Fox and
tional Assn. of Broadcasters' convention in April...Executives at
Chamber producer Dick Clark for copyright infringement
MTV Networks and Showtime confirmed last week they are
exploring a new network that would target gay and lesbian audiMagazines in 2001: From Bad to Worse
ences...Hearst Custom Publishing will produce a new young
Magazine publishers, which had already suffered from an advermen's lifestyle magazine for Nike with Michael Jordan called Jortising downturn last year, were further hurt in the fourth quarter
dan Magazine, to launch Feb. 8...John Fennell, exec vp/C00 of
by the ripple effects of Sept, 11. Monthlies in particular were hit
Hachette Filipacchi Media U.S., is leaving the company.
hard when many advertisers backed out of December issues,

The Yankee Entertainment and Sports (YES) Network has tapped ABC's New Media Sales unit, a
division of ABC National Television Sales, as its
exclusive sales representative. The three-year pact
covers national and regional advertising for the
network, which will premiere in March to viewers in
New York, Connecticut and Pennsylvania.
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MediaWire
Court TV Argues for Access
To Moussaoui Terror Trial
Court TV, backed by broadcast networks
ABC, NBC and CBS, last week asked
U.S. District Court Judge Leonie Brinkema in Alexandria, Va., that it be allowed
to broadcast the October trial of Zaccarias Moussaoui, the alleged "20th
hijacker" in the Sept. 11 attacks.
Federal guidelines have banned radio
and TV in federal courts. But Court TV
lawyers argued the Constitution gives the
public the right to "observe" the trial.
Judge Brinkema said she was very concerned about the security implications of
showing witnesses' and jurors' faces.
National Narrowcast Network, which
transmits hearings in Congress by phone
and the Web, argued that federal rules
don't mention either technology and that
it would satisfy security issues. A ruling
is expected this week. -Alicia Mundy

Thinks! Scooby Doo
New version of the classic cartoon series, supported by live -action
KIDS TV By Eric Schmuckler
Kids' WB this week will announce
production of the first new series in
more than a decade featuring 1970s
cartoon hero Scooby Doo. The new

Where Are You?-will "stay very loyal to the
original's roots," said Donna Friedman, Kids'
WB executive vp. "You don't want to mess with

show, with the working title All New

something that's golden. We'll update it to a
world where kids have computers and cell

Scooby Doo! The Animated Series, will

phones, and there's internal debate on whether

be the centerpiece of the network's Saturdaymorning lineup this fall. It's part of the Scooby
mania that AOL Time Warner is unleashing

the costumes should stay the same. But you
don't change the core relationships." With

this year in support of its live -action Scooby Doo

feature film, set to open June 14 and starring
Freddie Prinze Jr. and Sarah Michelle Gellar.
Another new fall series, Ozzie & Drix, based
on characters from last year's underperforming

more than 150 hours in the Scooby library, why
make a new series? "You've got to raise the bar,
or it will look dated," Friedman said. "We want

to heighten the humor and suspense, and the
quality of the animation will be much higher."
If the Scooby movie is a winner in theaters

feature film Osmosis Jones, will also be unveiled
this week by Kids' WB.

this summer, All New Scooby Doo! could help

The new Scooby series-the 14th since the

leader among the broadcast networks, most of
which have scaled back their kids programming

1969 launch via Hanna -Barbera of Scooby Doo,

bolster a Kids' WB lineup that is now the

CNBC Shuffles Shows to
Pump Up Sagging Ratings
Ratings -challenged CNBC will revamp its
Business Day lineup, which airs 5 a.m.8 p.m., to include new shows and new
faces starting Feb. 4. The move comes

after the decline of tech stocks last year
and changed programming needs post Sept. 11. Major additions to CNBC's
lineup include Wake Up Call, a 6-8 a.m.
broadcast live from the Nasdaq center
in New York, and Midday Call at 11 a.m.
Power Lunch shifts to the 1-3 p.m. slot.
CNBC personality centerpiece Maria Bartiromo will host the two-hour Closing Bell
at 4 p.m and will be joined by Tyler
Mathisen during the 4-5 p.m. hour. Capital Report and The Wall Street Journal
Editorial Board will also become regular
weekly features.
In the fourth quarter, CNBC's total day household rating fell 25 percent
from the same period last year, to an

0.3 (257,000 households). The network's key business program, Business
Center, lost momentum after the return
of Lou Dobbs to CNN's Moneyline. From
May 14 to Jan. 14, Moneyline was up to
an average 0.6 rating (518,000) from a
0.4 (292,000), while Business Center's

ratings were flat. -Megan Larson

PBS Growing Its Kids Audience
But umlerwriting mks hamper efforts to it
As NBC and Fox edge further away from
the kids arena by leasing out their Saturday -morning blocks, PBS is ramping
up its kids programming to grow its
share of viewers, even though the network is
unlikely to draw a greater share of ad dollars.
While it's true that providing educational
kids' programming for children is part of its
mission as a public broadcasting network,
most of the kids shows airing on PBS are producing sizable ratings, especially among kids
2-5. And PBS executives say a good chunk of
those kids are watching with a parent.
Since PBS is made up of 349 stations
nationwide, and because most (but not all)
stations air the same shows at the same
times, it's hard to compare ratings against ad supported kids programming. But among kids
2-5, based on fall Nielsen Media Research
data, Monday -Friday, Clifford the Big Red Dog
had a cumed rating of 12.5; Arthur drew a
cumed rating of 12.0; Dragon Tales delivered
an 11.2; and Sagwa got an 8.1. Among kids
2-11, Arthur got a 7.1; Clifford a 6.5; and
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Dragon Tales a 5.9.
That said, PBS executives have been
unable to seriously expand the amount of
underwriting money they get from commercial
advertisers because product ads are banned.

A majority of kids' underwriting comes from
foundations, although PBS over the past
three years has gotten about $25 million in
underwriting from commercial advertisers.
That's only about 4 percent of the entire
broadcast and cable ad marketplace.
Media buyers are quick to praise the quality of PBS programming for kids, but most say
their clients need to push their products,
which PBS does not allow. "Every piece of
kids business we have is about selling products," said Donna Speciale, senior vp/director of national broadcast at MediaCom. "The
way for PBS to get more underwriting from
advertisers is to add commercial pods within
the programming, but parents would probably
not like that. I don't know if I, as a parent,
would like that."
Speciale said the reputation of PBS kids

Coming Back on WB
feature film, will anchor Kids' WB's Saturday -morning lineup this fall
efforts (see story below). In the fourth quarter,
Kids' WB's kids 2-11 rating of 3.0 was down 3
percent from a year earlier. The fading Pokeman
fell 19 percent at 10 a.m., but X -Men: Evolution,
The Mummy and Jackie Chan Adventures picked

up most of the slack. In its target demo of boys
6-11, WB even topped mighty Nick on Saturday mornings in the fourth quarter. On weekdays, the net is flat this season in kids 2-11 and
is down about 10 percent in key kids demos.
All New Scooby Doo! will be produced by
Warner Bros. Animation with a standard first -

season order of 13 episodes, each costing an
estimated $400,000 -plus. "The bad news is I've
got to make it as good as the first time," said stu-

dio president Sander Schwartz. "With all due
respect to the creators, the animation wasn't the
high point of the original. It was the characters,

shows is strong, and Laura Caraccioli,
vp/director of Starcom Entertainment,
agrees. "It's potentially a very appealing
place for advertisers to be," she said. "Kids
love to watch its shows, and parents trust
it. But you can't brand your product."
PBS lets underwriters air generic spots
(which do not specifically mention products)
before and after its kids shows. And while
advertisers would like to see PBS loosen up
a bit, that's not going to happen. "PBS is a
brand parents trust," said Judy Harris, who
oversees kids underwriting as executive vp
of businesses and development for PBS.
"Mom doesn't want to see commercial
advertisers benefitting from what her child
is watching." But Harris added that PBS has
created a separate unit to try to get more
advertisers into underwriting its lineup.
Major kids' underwriters include General
Mills' Cheerios and Kix brands, Kellogg's,
Nestle, Lego, Hasbro, Campbell's Soup and
Libby's Juicy Juice.

PBS will premiere a new animated
show, Cyberchase, on Jan. 21, which PBS
senior vp and co -programming executive
John Wilson describes as a show that
teaches kids math concepts without them
realizing it. And Berenstain Bears joins the

lineup this fall. -John Consoli

the writing, the combination of mystery and
comedy. We'll put the animation up to today's
standards and ratchet up the writing."
The creative team will include some Hanna -Barbera old guard, as well as "people who

Scooby and gang will retain their '70s look in the
series but will get some modern accessories.

come in with a fresh eye and a fresh pencil,"
said Schwartz. Much of the original voice team

pumped up revenue strongly. "The property

is expected to reconvene, including Casey

resonates with all ages," Romanelli said. A touring Scooby production, Stagcfri ght, is reportedly doing solid business around the country.

Kasem as Shaggy (Don Messick, the original
voice of Scooby, died in 1997). Also looking in
will be Joe Barbera, 91, who still comes to the
office almost every day.
The 33 -year -old Scooby is still a top dog in

the licensing pantheon, with a reported $800
million in sales. Dan Romanelli, president of
Warner Consumer Products, would not discuss figures but said that new apparel and toys

introduced over the past five years have

Lyne's Line:

The idea for a new Scooby series has been
in the works for some time but was delayed by

tension between AOL TW siblings the WE
and Cartoon Network. Now Scooby could
become a poster boy for a new spirit of cooperation in an organization known for its fractious
fiefdoms. "You need all the pieces of the puzzle

these days," said WB president Jed Petrick.

Take Risks

But observers say lack of series experience could hurt new ABC ent. chief
NETWORK TV By Alan James Frutkin
Susan Lyne has her work cut out for her.

Since joining ABC in 1998, Lyne has

After being named ABC's entertain-

steered production of some of the net's most
successful long -form projects, including the

ment chief last week, she must reverse

the network's declining fortunes at a
time when anticipating viewer tastes has
become more difficult than ever.
Lyne, ABC's former executive
vp of movies and miniseries, was

Emmy-winning miniseries Anne Frank and Life
With Judy Garland: Me and My Shadows. Despite Lyne's lack of programming

experience, many in Hollywood
point to her long -form record as
proof that she may beat the odds.

named president of entertain-

She's done so before. After all,
who could have predicted success
for a remake of Brian's Song? "Ev-

ment following Stu Bloomberg's
exit as co-chairman of ABC En-

tertainment Television Group.
Lloyd Braun, Bloomberg's for-

erybody in Hollywood either
laughed at us or was downright
nasty-Susan believed in it," said
Craig Zadan, who, along with

mer co-chairman, was promoted
to chairman. Additionally, it appears that Robert Iger, president/

COO of Walt Disney Co., will
take a more hands-on approach

Lyne has had several

miniseries hits at ABC.

to ABC's program development.
It's Hollywood tradition to second-guess
executive appointments, and several sources

questioned Lyne's quick rise up the ranks.
Lyne started in the media business as a journalist and served as editor in chief of Premiere
magazine for almost nine years.

partner Neil Meron, has executive

produced several movies under

Lyne's watch. "Quality programming and huge numbers shouldn't be mutually
exclusive. She understands how to do both."
Of course, series development is a different

animal. Lyne admits her approach to long form may not translate to series, but she plans
to take some risks. "We need to re-examine the
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M e dia Wire
NFL Regular -Season Ratings

Dipped on 3 of 4 Networks

specific strategies used decade -in and decade-

"The first order of business is simply to

out for launching programming," Lyne said.
Sources added that the network is considering
previewing this fall's series before the season
officially starts, along with rolling out limited

gather the best minds in the industry and create
enough programming to support a higher ratings base," said John Rash, senior vp/director
of broadcast negotiations, Campbell Mithun.

series that, if successful, could be extended.

Lyne, who is married to New York-based
60 Minutes II producer George Crile, plans to

Regular -season ratings were down on
three of the NFL's four TV networks. NFL
broadcasts on Fox declined 4 percent,
to an average 10.3; 9 percent on ABC's
Monday Night Football, to 11.5; and 10
percent on ESPN, to 6.3, according to
Nielsen Media Research. Regular -season ratings were flat on CBS, at 9.5.
ESPN and ABC blamed their softer
ratings on lopsided game scores. An
ESPN representative said that of 18 NFL
games aired by the network only five
were decided by less than seven points.
An ABC spokesman noted that two MNF
games ended with the scores 37-0 and
41-6. One MNF telecast featured two

While the executive shuffle continues at
ABC-recently appointed comedy chief Julie

remain bi-coastal. And while traveling be-

Glucksman left last week, as did top marketing

tween coasts may make a hard job even

executive Alan Cohen-most buyers remain

tougher, Lyne is taking it in stride. "I could
give you umpteen million ways that this job
will be challenging," she said, "but I'm look-

winless teams, and only two of the 15
games involved teams that had winning
records. Despite its decline, MNF finished the season seventh among all
prime -time shows in household ratings
and was tops among men 18-49. And

In an effort to counterprogram itself against
existing Spanish-language television, Univision's second broadcast network, TeleFutura, which premieres today on 42 stations
nationwide, reaching 70 percent of Hispanic
homes, will offer a heavy dose of classic American movies dubbed in Spanish.

ESPN's Sunday Night Football, which this
year included three Thursday games (up
from two last season), was the overall
highest -rated series on basic cable.
Fox had the highest -rated NFL
pregame show, averaging a 4.1, up 5
percent. CBS' pregame show averaged

skeptical that Lyne will implement any key creative changes prior to this fall, if that early. But
most agreed the sooner she does, the better.

TeleFutura's Counter Play
New Univision net premieres today with mix of novelas, Hollywood movies
HISPANIC TV By John Consoli

The network's strategy is to appeal to a
broader audience by airing popular novelas in
fringe time and theatrical films in prime time,

opposite the novelas on Univision and rival
Hispanic network Telemundo.

a 2.8, up 8 percent. -John Consoli

"If you're not a novela lover, you are not
watching Hispanic TV in prime time," said a

Wakshlag Shifts to TBS

Univision executive, who spoke on the condition of anonymity. "Our research shows that

Turner Broadcasting Systems chairman
Jamie Kellner continues to raid AOL Time
Warner sibling network the WB. Jack
Wakshlag, most recently WB research
chief, last week was named to the new
position of chief research officer for TBS.
Wakshlag essentially fills the void left by
the retirement last month of veteran
research executive Bob Sieber.
Wakshlag will oversee audience

development for all the domestic and
international outlets of the CNN News
Groups, as well as the Turner entertainment networks TBS Superstation,
TNT, Cartoon Network, Turner Sports,
Turner Classic Movies and the regional
network Turner South. He will also
retain oversight of the WB's research
division. Wakshlag joined the WB in
1995 and eventually rose to executive

vp of research. -ML

American -made movies aired in Spanish are the

highest rated types of programs watched by
Hispanics next to novelas."

TeleFutura will air two movies a night in
prime time, categorized by themes. Monday
will be called "Hollywood's Best" and will include movies like Goodfellas and Rocky. Tuesdays

will feature dramas like The Mambo Kings and
As Good as It Gets. Movies with a Latin flavor
will air on Wednesday nights. Action movies
will run on Thursdays and Friday nights, and
Saturday nights will feature comedies. TeleFutura will also broadcast movies geared to teens
on Saturday afternoons.
Joe Zubi, vp of Zubi Advertising in Miami,
said of the movie strategy, "There's no downside for advertisers because the rating points are

being guaranteed. How effective it will be
remains to be seen. It's not going to bring in
five million viewers not watching Hispanic TV
now, but it will bring in some."

The new network will also have a heavy
dose of sports , with a Friday -night boxing tele-
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ing at it as an opportunity."
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Daytime dish: El Escandalo del Mediodia

cast featuring up-and-coming Hispanic fighters, Mexican Soccer League matches on Saturday afternoons and a nightly sports magazine
at 11 p.m., updated to air again at 2:30 a.m. for
West Coast audiences. Called Contacto Deportivo Budweiser, the show is one of two programs
in which an advertiser has its name used in the

title. The other is La Cartelera Pepsi, a music
video and variety show for teens airing on Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
TeleFutura will also offer a weekday talk/
variety show, El Escandalo del Mediodia, and the

daytime talk show Monica. Seven novelas are

scheduled for fringe time, and two hours of
children's programming will air weekdays, plus
Toonturama and Toonturama Jr. on weekends.

Leading up to its launch, TeleFutura got
promo time from cable operators that teased
show previews on the the channel space where
the net now runs. On others, the existing Eng-

lish-language programming has been airing
until TeleFutura premieres today.
Among the network's charter sponsors are

AT&T, Sears, Johnson & Johnson, Miller
Beer, Budweiser, Ford, Gillette, Pepsi, MCI,
JC Penney and Toyota.

EVEN IN TIMES OF

Economic Uncertainty,

B -to -B MEDIA
DELIVER
Some may think it's a bad time. A bad time to be advertising. A bad time to be selling.
But there's no better proof oF the business community's resolve and resiliency than getting
back to bus ness.

The results are in from the first -ever comprehensive study of the impact of B -to -B media.

According to Yankelovich/Ha -ris. an overwhelming majority of American executives - 86% agree that companies that advertise in a down economy stay more top -of-mind when purchase

decisions are being made. and create more positive impressions about their commitment to

their products and services.` And a whopping 99% agree that even in a down economy. it's
important tc keep abreast of new products and services.'

Industry leaders rank B -to -B media - magazines. websites. and tradeshows - top in
importance for influencing purchase decisions. way ahead of newspapers. television, and
even general business magazines.* And using B -to -B media in combination generates even

more sales than using any one medium alone - 56% more.**

For a free copy of the new YanKelovich/Harris Interactive Research Report. call Debbie
Humphreys at (212) 661-6360 or visit www.americanbusinessmedia.com. Let American Business
Media show you how to make the power of B -to -B media work for you.

Business -to -Business Media. The place to reach decision makers.

AMERICAN

BUSINESS MEDIA
The Associaticn of Business Media Companies

,aukelov,ENHarrie 2101 -Fairfield Renard

Lefkowitz Leaps to Fox
Discovery veteran tapped to oversee ad sales for entertainment networks
CABLE TV By Megan Larson
After five years as senior vp of national
ad sales for Discovery Network, Bruce

Lefkowitz is leaving to work for the
man who gave him his first job in the
industry: Lou LaTorre, president of ad sales for

Fox Cable Networks Group. Lefkowitz will
serve as executive vp of ad sales, entertainment,

and he will oversee sales for FX, Fox Movie

doubled its 2001 buy on the network for 2002.
While Nat Geo senior vp of ad sales Rich
Goldfarb recognizes that economic forces may

be beyond the network's control, he is optimistic about this year. "We have surpassed our
expectations," Goldfarb said. On Jan. 1, Nielsen Media Research began to measure the rat-

Channel and any channels the company

ings of Nat Geo Channel, which currently is
in 20 million homes.

launches. Lefkowitz will also have oversight of

"Distribution is a problem for any network,

the National Geographic Channel U.S.
"It's a tremendous win for Fox-Lefkowitz
can get in any room," said Dan Rank, director
of national broadcast for OMD.
More hands are clearly needed on the Nat
Geo Channel deck as it gears up for a New

but National Geographic has solid, familyfriendly programming that should help motivate operators to pick them up," said Rank.
Over the weekend, NGC announced that

York City launch at the end of this year.

Zoboomafoo, will become regular fixtures on

Despite the rough ad marketplace, the year-

filmmakers Chris and Martin Kratt, best
known for the popular PBS kids program
the network, hosting upcoming specials,

old, 22 million -subscriber network has secured

including Bear Week.

multiple blue-chip deals for 2002. Most recently, Subaru doubled its commitment over

addition to Lefkowitz, sales vp Karen Bressner

last year in a cross -platform deal that one insider valued at around $1 million. Toyota has also

left the net a month ago for Nick at Nite/TV
Land. Replacements have not been named.

Meanwhile, Discovery is left wanting. In

Bringing News In -House
Sinclair mulling a central hub for affiliates without news operations

"We haven't made any decisions," said Mark

Sinclair Broadcast Group is looking

Hyman, vp of corporate relations for Sinclair,
who stressed the project's aim is to add local

into creating a centralized news service

news to stations. Hyman noted that adding

for outlets that do not have their own local

news operations at stations in small markets is
cost -prohibitive. "Putting news on WBs and
UPNs is not an easy proposition," Hyman said.
"It's pretty expensive."
"The issue in many midsize markets is that

news operations.

Sinclair, which owns or programs 63 stations around the country and is known as one
of the industry's shrewdest cost -cutters, has
named Joe DeFeo, news director for its Fox
affiliate WBFF in Baltimore, as point man for
the project. DeFeo will investigate the feasibility of a centralized news center to produce news
for Sinclair's WB, UPN and Fox affiliates that
do not have news operations.

The Baltimore -based group has not been
shy about shutting down money -losing local
news departments at stations, including ABC
affiliate KDNL in St. Louis, raising the possibility that it might use a centralized news service to replace resources devoted to local news
coverage at other stations.
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TV STATIONS By Jeremy Murphy
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Buyers Wary of Signals
With NBC's Bay Area affiliation switch
leaving more than 200,000 households

Classical Formats
Face the Music

unable to receive the network's programming without cable (thanks to new affiliate KNTV's weak signal penetration), media
buyers are being cautious about buying inven-

tory on the station or on KRON, the Young
Broadcasting station that lost its NBC affilia-

BY KATY BACHMAN

CLASSICAL GAP

Is Classical radio an endangered format?
Last week, just at the start of the new year,
another major -market Classical radio sta-

tion, WTMI-FM in Miami, bit the dust
after 30 years.
Much to the chagrin of classical enthusiasts,

Cox Radio switched the signal to Party 93.1,
South Florida's pure dance channel, trading an
older adult high -income demographic for that
of a younger 18-49 South Beach club enthusiast.
With the advertising market struggling and

consolidation putting more pressure on publicly -traded companies, the change was inevitable. Cox purchased WTMI in July 2000
for $100 million. Although the station ranked
seventh in the ratings in the Summer Arbitron
book, its revenue in 2000 was less than $6 million, making it the No. 19 biller in the market,
according to BIA Financial Network (revenue
figures for 2001 are not yet available).

"Unlike other formats, the Classical format's power radio [a measure of a format's ability to convert ratings to revenue] has been on a
steady decline," said Mike Disney, vp and general manager of Party 93.1. The station hopes
to get approval for new call letters, WPYM.
Similar scenarios have recently played out
in a number of top markets, such as Philadel-

phia and Detroit. Last year, Bonneville International purchased WNIB-FM for $160 million and flipped it to Classic Hits (a hybrid of
classic rock) WDRV-FM The Drive. The only
difference is that Chicago had a second Classical station. Miami will have to go without a
Classical format unless former WTMI owner
Woody Tanger manages to find a new facility
to bring it back to the market. Under his sales

contract with Cox, Tanger gets to keep the
WTMI call letters and music library, and
sources say he's looking at stations.
"With Classical, it's a fine line between bal-

ance and commitment. You trade a little revenue and profitability for making sure the corn -

STATION

MARKET

WQXR-FM
New York
KMZT-FM Los Angeles
WFMT-FM
Chicago
WGMS-FM Washington
KDFC-FM San Francisco
WCRB-FM
Boston
WTMI-FM
Miami
KING -FM
Seattle

RATINGS RANK

REV. RANK

19

19

24

25

17

23

7

19

8

15

13

13

7

19

10

18

tion and is now independent.
"We're being conservative on our buys for
a number of reasons," said Francine ParelesRoberts, executive vp/regional broadcast direc-

tor for Initiative Media, who lists coverage
problems and viewers' confusion as the main
reasons. "Not being user-friendly to a portion
of the market is definitely a problem."
KNTV, which NBC purchased late last year

from Granite Broadcasting, is based in San
Jose, and its antenna is further south than the

Classical radio stations in Washington, D.C.

other stations', and so northern parts of the San
Francisco DMA cannot get the station without
cable. Though buyers are confident NBC will
fix the problem when they officially take over
the station in a couple of months (the network
is said to be exploring erecting a closer antenna
to reach northern parts of the market), for now

and San Francisco.

advertisers are taking a tip -toe approach to

In the last 10 years, the number of commercial stations programming Classical has

placing ads on the station.

Sources: Arbitron Summer 2001, listeners 12 -plus,
Mon. -Fri. 6 a.m.-midnight; BIA Financial Network, 2000

munity has a Classical radio station," said Drew
Horowitz, senior vp of Bonneville, which owns

dropped from 48 to 34, according to M Street
Radio Directory, which tracks radio formats.

Mario Mazza, vp of programming for
Charles River Broadcasting, which owns Classical WCRB-FM in Boston and programs the

So far, KNTV is averaging a 2.1 rating/6
share sign -on to sign -off, compared to the
4.2/12 KRON averaged last year as an NBC
station. In the Monday -Friday prime -time
hours, KNTV is averaging a 5.0/9 compared
to KRON's 8.3/14 last year.

World Classical Network, said it all comes

But while KRON faces life as an indepen-

down to sales. "There's no magic bullet, except
to get yourself a good sales staff. It's a desirable
audience, but tougher to get to," said Mazza.
With 60 percent of most buys targeting persons under 55, Classical often gets overlooked.
"A lot of buyers just look at the top few stations,

dent, the future is somewhat brighter for
KNTV. It will have the network's strong

and there were some inexperienced account
execs at the station, who didn't know what to

sampling, they're split on whether it'll be
enough to recoup the losses the affiliation

do," said Carolyn Good, vp/local broadcast for

change has wrought.
"I think it will," said Carol Polombo, manager of Macy's West broadcast department,

Media Edge in Miami, who bought WTMI
spots for Jaguar and Royal Caribbean.
Most buyers instead opt for stations with a
broader appeal. "Classical is such a niche format targeting a small group that even though

it was a great station, there are only a select
group of products that made sense," said Lisa
Branigan, vp of media services for Zimmerman Partners Advertising.

prime -time programming to build on, as well
as this February's Winter Olympics, which is
expected to be a big ratings draw. While buy-

ers agree KNTV will see dramatic spikes in

"especially with new viewers,who will do a little

more sampling than they are doing now." If
KNTV plays its cards right, Polombo feels the
station could turn the Olympics into the per-

fect opportunity to cement its identity as the
Bay Area's NBC station. "They'd better get it
right," she said. -Jeremy Murphy
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Market Profile
BY EILEEN DAVIS HUDSON

warm-up homes in the Phoenix area in spring
2003, moves that are expected to generate considerable new tourism and vacation dollars for
the region.
Meanwhile, the West Valley city of Glen-

dale has agreed to contribute $180 million
toward the cost of a new arena for the National Hockey League's Phoenix Coyotes, who will
move in fall 2003 from their current home in
Scottsdale on the east side. The new 17,500 seat arena, under construction at freeway Loop
101 and Glendale Avenue, will be surrounded
by a 220 -acre retail complex that the city hopes
will generate sufficient tax revenue to pay off
its investment in the team.

All of the new sports projects could also
bring a financial windfall for the market's local
media, which stand to benefit from ad spending by the venues as well as potential promotional and marketing tie-ins. Media outlets in
D'backs owner Jerry Colangelo (left) and manager Bob Brenly led the Series parade through downtown.

Phoenix
WATER SUPPLY PROBLEMS, INCREASING TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND A SHORTAGE OF

housing are among the quality -of -life challenges the Phoenix area is cop-

ing with as its population continues to surge. Another current issue in

Arizona's state capital city is the location of a proposed new $331
million stadium for the NFL's Arizona Cardinals. The 67,000 -seat facility would feature a
roll -out natural -grass playing field (sheltered

from the desert sun when not in use), a retractable dome and 88 luxury suites. The stadium would replace aging Sun Devil Stadium
on the Arizona State University campus as the
home of the Cardinals and of college football's
annual Fiesta Bowl game. However, the stadium proposal has become tangled in a web of

youth and amateur facility and a $48 million
spring training complex in suburban Surprise,
Ariz., for Major League Baseball's Kansas City

to KTVK's 6.1/11 (see Nielsen chart on page 16).

over funding concerns.
The sparring over the new football stadium

has had a domino effect on other pending
sports projects in the area, including a new

Royals and Texas Rangers. Both of those

In addition to KPNX, Gannett also owns

American League clubs will abandon their for-

the market's only daily newspaper, The Arizona

mer spring training sites in Florida for new

Jan.-Dec. 1999

Republic. The sister TV and newspaper properties have news -sharing and
cross -promotional arrangements.
As in many other markets
around the country, NBC affilJan. -Dec.

$358,461,214
$302,678,920
$12,805,560
$11,777,750
$685,723,444

$383,616,388
$333,501,680
$14,897,670
$13,887,470
$745,903,208

NIELSEN MONITOR -PLUS

AD SPENDING BY MEDIA / PHOENIX

tion of the proposed stadium, since
the winning community will stand to
gain a significant economic stimulus.

Meanwhile, the state Tourism and
Sports Authority, the agency authorized to oversee the stadium project,
is also facing a legal challenge by a
prominent West Phoenix developer
10 MEDIAWEEK January 14, 2002

mondbacks, who shocked the sports world by
defeating the defending world champion New
York Yankees in dramatic fashion in the seventh game of the World Series at Bank One
Ballpark. Phoenix celebrated its first pro sports
championship with a parade for the D'backs
on Nov. 7.
Phoenix is the 16th -largest television market in the country with 1.5 million TV households, according to Nielsen Media Research.

The dominant news station in the market is
NBC affiliate KPNX-TV, owned by Gannett
Broadcasting. The station's late news at 10
p.m. (Mountain Time) is the far -and -away
market leader, doubling the numbers of its
closest competitor, Belo's Independent KTVK-TV in the November sweeps with an average 12.2 rating and 22 share in households

political and local wrangling that
could take some time to unravel.
Several communities in the Valley
of the Sun are battling over the loca-

the Phoenix area got a huge boost last year
from Major League Baseball's Arizona Dia-

Spot TV
Local Newspaper
FSI Coupon*
Local Magazine
Total

Packaged goods only Source: Nielsen Monitor -Plus

www.mediaweek.com

iate KPNX has a joint sales
agreement with the local Paxson Communications Pax TV
outlet, KPPX. However, those
agreements may be affected by
Paxson's pending FCC complaint against NBC regarding

WHO NEEDS
ANOTHER
SPANISH TV
NETWORK?
35,000,000
HISPANICS.
(AND THE ADVERTISERS WHO WANT TO REACH THEM)
If you need to reach more of America's most sought-after
consumer market, you need to know about TeleFutura.

VVith more Hollywood movies, first -run novelas,
nightly -live sports coverage, and original programming...
all in the language U.S. Hispanics prefer.

7-ELEFIJ7-1L/I?Adt

MORE TELEVISION EN ESPANOL
From the leaders in Spanish -language entertainment, Univision Communications, Inc.

Market Profile
the terms of NBC's 32 percent stake in the
company. KPNX executives could not be
reached for comment.

KTVK has a long history in the market.
The station signed on as an ABC affiliate in

SCARBOROUGH PROFILE

Comparison of Phoenix
TO THE TOP 50 MARKET AVERAGE

1955 and was family -owned for more than four

decades. For many years, KTVK was top dog
in the market and one of the best -performing
ABC affiliates in the country.

The affiliation swaps that turned the
Phoenix TV market on its ear in the mid 1990s left KTVK without a network affiliation. As an Independent, the station expanded

its news programming and staff; the station
now produces 52 hours of local news per week,

more than any of its competitors. KTVK also
has broadcast rights to the Diamondbacks; the
outlet covered 75 games this past season in the
fourth year of a 10 -year deal.

Two years ago, shortly after being purchased by Belo, KTVK expanded its 10 p.m.
newscast by adding a second half hour. Last
September, the station added another hour to
its midday newscast, which now runs from 10
a.m. to noon (the additional hour replaced the
syndicated Maury Povich, which KTVK did
not renew). The 10 a.m. news, which follows
KTVK's market -leading morning -news program Good Morning Arizona, finished first in

November in household share from 10 to
noon, first in the women 25-54 demo at 10
a.m. and second in the demo at 11 a.m., behind
The Young and the Restless on CBS affiliate

KPHO.
In February 2000, Belo formed the market's first duopoly by purchasing WB affiliate
KASW. The two outlets share the same management. Last fall, KASW added syndicated

reruns of Friends, which formerly aired on
UPN affiliate KUTP-TV. Friends, which
replaced Fresh Prince at 6 p.m. and The Simpsons at 6:30, has performed strongly for KASW,

averaging ratings in the 6s and 7s in households and demos during the November sweeps
and winning the 6:30-7 p.m. time period.
Last year, Phoenix got its second duopoly

DEMOGRAPHICS
Age 18-34
Age 35-54
Age 55+
HHI $75,000+
College Graduate
Any Postgraduate Work
Professional/Managerial
African American
Hispanic
MEDIA USAGE - AVERAGE AUDIENCES*
Read Any Daily Newspaper
Read Any Sunday Newspaper
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F
Total Radio Evening Drive M -F
Total TV Early Evening M -F
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun

MEDIA USAGE - CUME AUDIENCES**
Read Any Daily Newspaper
Read Any Sunday Newspaper
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F
Total Radio Evening Drive M -F
Total TV Early Evening M -F
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun

MEDIA USAGE - OTHER
Access Internet/WWW
HOME TECHNOLOGY
Own a Personal Computer
Shop Using Online Services/Internet
Connected to Cable
Connected to Satellite/Microwave Dish

mondbacks games last season. (In radio,

already owned KSAZ-TV, finalized its acqui-

Emmis Broadcasting's News/Talk/Sports outlet KTAR-AM is the home of the Diamond-

its $5.35 billion purchase of 10 Chris-Craft stations. In December, Tim Ermish was promoted to vp/director of sales for Fox's TV cluster

backs.) However, the station that benefited
most from the Diamondbacks' success was

in Phoenix, which in addition to KSAZ and
KUTP includes regional cable network Fox
Sports Net Arizona. The move was part of
Fox's national effort to consolidate ad sales
operations in markets where it owns several

age of the playoffs and the World Series.

television properties.

Fox Sports Net Arizona carried 60 Dia-

Composition %

Phoenix

31

31

41

39
30
22

Phoenix
Index

12
10

12

23

21

100
96
106
82
94
84
92

13
12

4
16

128

54
64
22
18
30
39
13

49
58

73
77

67
72

75
73

71

28
27

9

22
17
33
42
12

31

90
92
100
92
111

108
90

58

70
78
93
54

92
93
95
95
109
102
94

61

59

97

67
35
71

66
33
59

15

18

99
94
83
126

71

91

'Media Audiences -Average: average issue readers for newspapers; average quarter-hour listeners within a specific daypart for
radio; average half-hour viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable. **Media Audiences-Cume: 5 -issue cume readers for
daily newspapers; 4 -issue cume readers for Sunday newspapers; cume of all listeners within a specific daypart for radio; cume
of all viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable.
Source: 2001 Scarborough Research Top 50 Market Report (February 2000 -March 2001)

when News Corp.'s Fox Television, which
sition of UPN affiliate KUTP-TV as part of

Top 50 Market
Average %

KSAZ, which carried the Fox network's cover-

Three Series games aired during the critical
November sweeps period; all three broadcasts,

which began in prime access in Phoenix and
extended through prime time, earned shares
above 70, crushing the competition.
In syndicated programming, KSAZ last fall
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dropped 3rd Rock From the Sun at 6 p.m. and
replaced it with Seinfeld. Sister outlet KUTP

picked up a second helping of Blind Date,
which the outlet double -runs from 5 to 6 p.m.
At 6, the station added King of the Hill and at
10 p.m. 3rd Rock; both programs replaced the
departed Friends.

Over at Meredith Broadcasting's KPHO,
on Jan. 3 Pat North resigned as vp and general manager. Lee Petrik, most recently director

of operations at Meredith's Fox affiliate
KPDX-TV in Portland, Ore., has been named
interim gm at KPHO. Jody Judge, a represen-
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NIELSEN RATINGS / PHOENIX
EVENING AND LATE -NEWS DAYPARTS, WEEKDAYS

Evening News

percent, says Mary Nyren, vp/gm for Emmis'
outlets in Phoenix.
More young listeners are tuning in KTAR
for news. "People's desire for information has
taken on a new importance -their lives have
changed," Nyren says. "Radio is the one medium that can give you [information] every minute of every day."
KTAR's cume listener level recently
eclipsed the half -million mark, a first for the
Phoenix radio market, Nyren says. The outlet's 150,000 growth in cume is largely from

Time
4:30-5 p.m.

Network

Station

Rating

Share

Independent

KTVK
KSAZ*
KNXV*
KUTP*
KTVK
KSAZ
KASW*
KUTP*
KPHO
KNXV
KTVW
KPPX*
KTVK
KSAZ
KPNX+
KTVK
KASW*
KSAZ*
KPHO
KUTP*
KNXV*
KTVW*
KPPX*

6.3
4.8
2.2

14

KSAZ
KPNX+
KTVK
KSAZ
KASW*
KPHO
KNXV
KUTP*
KTVW
KPPX*

6.7
12.2

22

6.1

11

4.9

9

4.1

7

3.7
3.7

7

1.7
1.5

3

1.1

2

Fox

ABC
UPN

5-5:30 p.m.

Independent
Fox
WB
UPN
CBS
ABC
Univision
Pax

listeners in the 25-44 demo tuning in on a

5:30-6 p.m.

Independent

6-6:30 p.m.

host Bill Heywood, replacing him with the

NBC
Independent
WB

husband -and -wife team ofJim Sharpe (former

Fox

morning man on Clear Channel's competing
News/Falk outlet, KFYI-AM) and Melissa
Sharpe (formerly the morning person on CC's
Smooth Jazz KYOT-FM).
Heywood landed at CC's KFYI as co -host
of the morning show Heidi dr Heywood. CC's

CBS
UPN

Evening News

Contemporary Hit Radio stick KZZP-FM
also got a new morning show last year, with

9-10 p.m.
10-10:30 p.m.

regular basis, he adds.
In the mornings, KTAR last year did not
renew the contract of its veteran talk -show

Fox

Tr- ABC

Univision
Pax

,Independent

local personalities Kid & Rueben S. replacing
the syndicated Rick Dees. CC rebranded the
station Kiss 104.7 and tweaked its format a bit,
making it mainstream CHR.
CC has made some management shifts in

Fox

WB

'CBS
ABC
UPN
Univision
Pax

the market. Last September, Susan KarisMadigan, previously director of sales for CC's
eight outlets in Phoenix, was named gm of the
group's five FM outlets. Joe Conway became
gm of the AM properties and Shanna McCoy
became sales director. Former Phoenix mar-

ket manager J.D. Freeman was promoted to
senior vp of CC's Southwest region.
Infinity Broadcasting's Oldies outlet
KOOL-FM claimed the No. 1 position in the
market in last summer's Arbitron book, just
one of two Oldies stations in a major market
to achieve the top spot (WCBS-FM in New
York was the other).

In print, Gannett acquired The Arizona
Republic in 2000. The paper's average daily circulation for the six months ended last September was 451,288 and average Sunday circ was
554,582; both figures were down slightly from
the same period a year earlier, according to the
Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Fox
NBC
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7.4
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2.6
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0.9
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11
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5
5
5
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1

14
11
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12
11

8
5

4
4
4
2
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7
3

'Non -news programming +Estimate, for parent station plus satellites and affiliates
Telemundo outlet KDRX is not a Neilsen National Stations Index client.
Source: Nielsen Media Research, November 2001

RADIO OWNERSHIP
OWNER

STATIONS

Clear Channel Communications 3 AM, 5 FM
Infinity Broadcasting
3 FM
Emmis Communications
1 AM, 2 FM
Sandusky Radio
3 FM
Hispanic Broadcasting Group
3 FM
Entravision Communications
3 FM
New Planet Radio
1 FM

Avg. Qtr. -Hour
Share

Revenue

(in millions)

Share of
Total

$68.0
$40.5

35.3%
21.0%
15.7%
14.3%

3.3

$30.3
$27.6
$9.5
$3.3

1.9

$2.0

29.2
15.1

13.9
10.5
5.1

4.9%
1.7%
1.0%

Includes only stations with significant registration in Arbitron diary returns and licensed in Phoenix or immediate area.
Ratings from Arbitron Summer 2001 book; revenue and owner information provided by BIA Financial Network.

The Republic's Sunday edition has a 42.2

on azcentral.com.
Phoenix's out -of -home advertising busi-

percent market penetration in Maricopa

ness is largely dominated by Viacom Out-

County, where 60 percent of the population of
Arizona lives, making the the paper the state's
largest and most influential daily.
Last March, the Republic and sister Gannett
property KPNX-TV merged their Web sites

door and Clear Channel Outdoor. Clear
Channel Outdoor, which is based in Phoenix,
last May acquired the Phoenix area inventory of Lamar Advertising. Including the 14 by -48 -ft. and 10 -by -30 bulletins CC picked
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up from Lamar, the company now has a total
of about 700 bulletins in the market. CC also
controls all the advertising in a chain of nine

Wescor shopping malls in the region. Viacom has an even larger presence in the market, offering about 800 bulletin facings; 1,200
30 -sheet poster panels; 700 8 -sheets; 1,500
bus shelters and 300 bus benches.

Not everyone is the same.
So why talk to them as if they were?

Adtag r"
lets you run the same commercial
with different dealer or retailer tags
for specific neighborhoods.

Adcopy'"
lets you tailor different
creative executions for different
audiences simultaneously.

Now you can pinpoint your target audience in NY and LA. With Adtag
and Adcopy now available in the #1 and #2 markets, you can break
down the market into geographic, demographic and psychographic
segments of consumers most likely to buy your product. Minimize waste
and maximize your effectiveness - all with one buy and one invoice. It's
been proven in Los Angeles and now it's available in New York.
Ask for Adtag and Adcopy - the smart bicoastal buy.

NEW YORK INTERCONNECT
The most potent buy in Spot TV
Adtag and Adcopy are registered trademarks of Adlink Cable Advertising LLC. AU rights reserved.

ADLINK.
IT'S TARGETED TV'.

NY 866-257-3416

LA: 310-477-3994

www.nyinterconnect.com.

www.adlink.com.

Extended

tam

ABC wants to use it
ABC Family cable K.,
more than just repurposing
prime time BY MEGAN LARSON
18 MEDIAWEEK January 14, 2002 www.mediaweek.com

Steve Bornstein used to have it so easy.
During his long tenure as president of ESPN, his network's coverage
of sports was the destination for millions of rabid fans. The programming was fresh and original. When Disney moved Bornstein over to its
ill-fated new media mess in September 1999, things got a lot harder.
Through no fault of his own, Disney brass bit the Internet bullet
hard and got wounded in the process. Now, Bornstein has another difficult challenge, although this one is in a proven medium. All he has to
do is turn around the 80 million-plus-subscriber ABC Family network-bought from News Corp. and Saban Entertainment late last year
for $5.2 billion-by programming reruns of shows that haven't exactly
proven to be winners on ABC.
Bornstein, who will preside over imminent layoffs that reportedly
could claim half of ABC Family's staff, naturally sees things in a more pos-

itive light and doesn't want people to think of the network as simply a
recycling center for ABC product. "I really want to get away from that
image," says Bornstein, president of ABC television. "We are really excited about the ability to look at these two entities as complementary. We're

not going to just put ABC programs on ABC Family, but develop programs for ABC Family and see if the quality will resonate on ABC."

ALL IN THE FAMILY, ABC Family's schedule will feature a mixture
of programming, including repurposed ABC shows such as The Court,
starring Sally Field (opposite), and Alias (right); original series like
State of Grace (top), which made the switch from Fox Family Channel; and movies such as Harry Potter and The Sorcerer's Stone.

It is the proposed creative flow between the two networks that
Bornstein hopes will set ABC Family apart from the competition,
especially the general entertainment networks like TNT, TBS, FX
and TNN. "It wouldn't make sense for ABC to go out and buy a cable
network, in this case Fox Family, and not try to make the synergies
work," says Stacey Lynn Koerner, vp of broadcast research at Initiative
Media. "When [ABC co-chairman Stuart] Bloomberg was ousted last
week, ABC said it was going to focus on the family fare that it always
did best-from Happy Days to Roseanne-so it doesn't surprise me that
`family' is the center of this deal."

and America's Funniest Home Videos, as well as the high -profile but

delayed The Court, starring Sally Field-ABC Family will pick up
some programming that aired during its former incarnation as Fox
Family Channe and will develop original shows, too. Over the weekend at the Television Critics Association tour in Pasadena, Calif., ABC
Family announced it picked up 13 back episodes of Fox Family's coming -of -age comedy State of Grace. The show's second season begins in
February, and production of the third season is currently underway.
Two made -for -TV movies (that had already been in development
prior to the ownership change) were also greenlit by ABC: Moms on
Strike, starring Faith Ford and Florence Henderson, which will premiere in March, and The Dog Walker, about a New York dog walker
who falls in loves with a woman who believes he is super -wealthy. ABC
Family will also run Vanished, a series of ABC News specials that pre-

miered on the network in 1999. The series is set to premiere on ABC
Family in February or March at 10 p.m. on Saturdays.
It may have to do with Bornstein's background as former head of

Though the new schedule, unveiled Jan. 1, does include mostly

ESPN, but sports such as figure skating-maybe even ESPN's X
Games-are becoming another building block for the new ABC

ABC prime -time product at this point-Alias, Whose Line Is It Anyway?

Family. He's already got an inherited deal from Fox Family granting
www.mediaweek.com January 14, 2002 MEDIAWEEK 19

rights to a handful of postseason Major League Baseball games.
The changes to the schedule have so far improved ratings slightly.
During the week of Jan. 1-4, ABC Family increased its average prime time household delivery 18 percent over the same period last year, to
711,000, and grew its target demographic of 18 -49 -year -olds 43 percent, to 533,000, according to ABC Family's analysis of Nielsen data.

cations announced plans to dump the channel from its satellite service,
citing lack of space and lack of value. Several cable operators followed

Some of that is attributable to the repurposed product. The New
Year's Day Alias marathon from noon to 10 p.m. increased household
ratings 33 percent over the same period last year, to a 0.8, in ABC
Family's universe. There will be about an eight -day lag between
when new shows like The Court run on ABC and ABC Family.
Anne Sweeney, ABC Cable Networks president and president of
Disney Channel Worldwide, will have considerable say in the network's children's programming in the mornings and on the weekends.
In the mornings, ABC Family will continue Fox Family's focus on
boys aged 2-11 with action -oriented series and cartoons. It is a new

Sweeney, who accused EchoStar of lying to the press. EchoStar claimed

arena for Disney and ABC to enter, but the company's deal with News

Corp. and Saban Entertainment included more than 1,000 hours of
Saban's library. In other words, the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers will
rise again, as will Digimon. A revamped boys block will debut in March
and will also feature Marvel classics like Spiderman and X Men.

"As the block evolves, we will expand the lineup to include new
episodes and original shows that provide more options for advertisers
to reach these viewers and additional opportunities for us to create

suit, threatening to drop the network because, they argued, Disney
charges too high a monthly carriage fee for its myriad cable networks,
which includes the expensive must -have channel ESPN.

The latest barbs were thrown last week by the previously silent
on Jan. 2 that Disney was seeking double-digit rate hikes for ABC
Family. But in a press call on Jan. 9, Sweeney said, "This statement is
untrue. The indisputable fact is that Disney has not sought any increase
in the carriage fees beyond those agreed to by EchoStar in the contract
signed in 1995." Commenting on negotiations with Disney, one cable
operator, speaking on the condition of anonymity, says, "We are concerned any time Disney buys a network because they might do the same
thing to us that has been done with ESPN." However, the executive
adds, "Disney has not sought any increases with us."
"The bottom line is, Family is essentially a 'new' channel since its
program lineup is being revamped. It hasn't proven itself yet, and its

economics aren't attractive based on current ratings," says Kagan
World Media analyst Derek Baine. "Plus, it's payback time for Disney's
huge rate hikes on ESPN."
However, Baine notes that this is not a problem exclusive to ABC
Family: "Cable and satellite operators are looking at channels economically, comparing household delivery with the license fees and seeing

many disparities. As these channels go up for
renewal, they will have to suffer license -fee
reductions or be dropped or moved to a low-

'We're not going to just put ABC programs on ABC Family, but develop programs for ABC Family and see the quality
resonate on ABC.' -STEVE BORNSTEIN
innovative kids programming," says Sweeney.
In other dayparts, ABC Family has moved its tween girl program-

ming block, where Fox Family had moderate success with programs
like S Club 7, from weekday afternoons to the weekends. It is currently under evaluation, Bornstein said. Tween favorite So Little Time will
not return for another season because the starlets, twins Mary -Kate and
Ashley Olsen, have decided to focus on their film careers and retail line.

Disney, the parent, is expected to bestow some of its clout in theatrical films, not only those it makes but acquired rights packages, too.
ABC Family will likely benefit from Disney's $70 million purchase of

the broadcast rights to the first film of the hugely successful Harry
Potter franchise. ABC Family already has access to a massive film

penetration digital tier."

Kagan analyst Bill Marchetti adds that in
2001, Fox Family Channel charged cable opera-

tors an average of 17 cents per subscriber per
month to carry the channel. While the number
sounds low, to many operators it's astronomical,

considering that Fox Family only averaged
around a 0.5 rating last year while the much
higher -rated Lifetime charges a lower subscriber fee. A court hearing scheduled for Jan. 17 will determine

whether EchoStar is contractually obligated to carry ABC Family.

Meanwhile, internal staffing issues have just begun to come to
light. When ABC took over the channel, observers widely expected
that upper management, including current president Maureen Smith,
would leave, to be replaced with ABC-entrusted executives; but news
of layoffs only came last week. After reviewing the staff, ABC executives announced last week that about half of the former Fox Family
Channel staff will be cut as the network is integrated into the Disney
world. Administrative and support staff positions will be affected

library, but the December acquisition of Harry Potter and The Sorcerer's

moreso than creative divisions. Just prior to the announcement,
Bornstein hinted at the cutbacks and said, "We anticipate taking
advantage of operating efficiencies within the Walt Disney Co.

Stone from Warner Bros. was a major coup considering box office

Management will be a part of that." Ad sales is the only area where an

receipts have grossed more than $300 million domestically. The movie
will air on ABC in 2004 after it makes its pay -per -view and pay-cable
premieres, and it will be eligible for replays on ABC Family and other
Disney networks for 10 years. Disney also has the rights to this year's

ABC executive is moving over. Laura Nathanson, a sales vp with

sequel, Harry Potter and The Chamber of Secrets.

"Nothing is going to turn around in two months, but ABC Family
is going in the right direction-bringing down programming costsand is expected to progress in 2002," says Lehman Brothers analyst
Stuart Linde. "Disney has great content, especially for kids."
But there's a downside to being part of one of the biggest media
conglomerates-it also makes the network somewhat of a target. In the
weeks preceding the launch of the new schedule, EchoStar Communi20 MEDIAWEEK January 14, 2002 www.mediaweek.com

ABC, has quietly assumed the top ad -sales slot at ABC Family, with
executive vp Barbara Bekkedahl reporting. to her.
So with ABC Family intact but evolving, 2002 should shed some
light on whether it's a good idea to invest in the family, so to speak.
Some buyers think conditions may be just right for such a move.
"In the current climate, we have seen a great interest in the family,"
says Koerner. "Its seems to be a trend-a lot of networks are working
on family projects-so as far as the consumer is concerned, it couldn't
be a better time for ABC Family."
Senior editor Megan Larson covers cable for Mediaweek from her home
office in San Francisco. She can be reached at megs27@earthlink.net.
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EAST

SERVICES & RESOURCES
Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month).
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the third Thursday of the current month
for appearance the following month. RATES: $51 per line monthly; $315 per half -Inch dis-

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES
ruarrrEr COMPRESSED T-SHIRTS!

This PAKT1Te is an
Extra -Large, Heavyweight T -Shirt!

linvision

GRAPHICS

cfLL,

INVISION GRAPHICS offers the
most creative and dynamic graphic
concepts from start to finish.

Many stock & custom
shapes available. Great
for GWP's, Tradeshow
Giveaways, & On -Pack
Promotions. Include
coupons, catalogs, & event
schedules inside package, OW

play monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates
available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American
Express accepted. Call Sara Weissman at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 646-654-5313.

COPYWRITING
Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. 1212) 724-8610.

BAD COPY.

... Overpriced, too!
Ken Copel

MO COMPANY PRESENCE

TOWELS! TOWELS! TOWELS!

CAMERA READY ART

Screen printed towels of all sizes and
weights, with low minimums, and
quick delivery.

MIO ADVERTISING

Also patented Manuxt photo towels!

Call Si LVL ad

:,,44-7670

www.invisiongraphics.com

FLAT AND
COMPRESSED

BEACH TOWELS

SUPERIOR FINANCIAL CONTENT

16+ Year Wall Street Marketing Writer &
Consultant. Internet, Strategy, Branding, B -B.
Collateral, Annual Rpts. Call 631-537-3506
E-mail: johnb227@yahoo.com

(310) 581-5346

Copy w/ Power. Campaigns to Collateral
Ca11:201.666.7277

WEB DESIGN

MARKETING SERVICES

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

See/write: www.Hartsough.com

High-tech copy pro 212.439.1845
Women's target specialist. Julie Wieden
781-659-9359 wiedencomm@mediaone.net

CREATIVE

SMALL TO MID -SIZED AGENCIES
Let Us Show You How You Can
`provide your clients improved media service

'reduce your clients' media costs
'reduce your own operating costs
MEDIA FIRST INTERNATIONAL, INC.
New York -212-686-3342 X 222

Minneapolis -612-630-1102 X 1
Push the right buttons. D. Grider 212.213.5333
MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK

ART DIRECTION

:t;e1 1111111MIi'

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114
HOW'S MY ART DIRECTION?

As of Jan. 1st, 2002, all PAK-rims & MATRIX

products will be available only through
agencies and ad specialty distributors.
ASI .9124,

PPAI .144639

Call 917 754-3537 or visit www.lbnyc.com

Not your average AD*DIck 6.212.213.5333
Sr. AD/designer, vAvw.mollicastudio.com
F/L A/D 212-873-2381

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

COPY/CREATIVE

BRANDESIGN

What's the big idea? DG 212.213.5333

Where does one stop and the other start?

COPYWRITING
Corporate identity,
websites and other
business collateral.

CREATIVE SERVICES
'COPY
*CREATIVE DIRECTION

'SPEECH WRITING
For all publishers, media and new
media companies who need a $250,000
creative director but need him only 3 or 4
days per month. We're the world's most
compact ad agency.
Wally Lawrence Creative Services
e-mail: wallylaw@aol.com
Call: 212-410-2221

www.CreativeCopywritercom
See for yourself.

212-594-1748

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
ADVERTISE ON SMOKESTACKS!!!

For info Call 770-216-8220

PRINTING
John Zap Printing, Inc.

DIRECT MARKETING
DM thru Card Decks 800-364-1032 call Brad.

wwwcourtneyco.com

Credit card billing statement inserts, cable
bills, outbound catalog packages, frequent
flyer statements, product sampling paks,
co-ops, free standing inserts and more.
Everyday Media (212) 481-7300

SPECIALTIES ENVELOPES

Complete Print Production
Commercial

a
Web & Sheet Fed Printing
41700*--)gi,'
Accurate. On -time. Cost Effective

V-212.219.3339 & F-212.219.3337

www.letenvelopes.com

PROOFREADING

GOLF PROMOTIONS

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

)-Enablers

Licensed PGA TOUR products & Players
protourmem.com / 800-465-3511
Speakers, PGA TOUR, LPGA, Celebrities

golfpodium.com / 561-776-9112

Advertising Collateral
Catalogs Annual Reports
Magazines Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

INSURANCE

At Freelance Advancers, we're artists and writers ourselves...
Who better to place quality creatives in premier freelance and staff positions?
Our personal attention enables the best matches - and has since 1987.
So call, e-mail or fax us today: We're putting our talent to work!
A Graphic Designers

A 4.Trafficking / Project Management

Production Artists (Traditional / Digital)

Pre -Press / Print Production
A, Illustrators (Traditional / Digital)

`Art Directors / Creative Directors

A 4.

AA,Copywriters / Editors / Proofreaders

A 4.

A

Web Site Development ...and morel

Freelance Advancers (212) ss1Aosoo
420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 2007 New York, NY 10170
www.freelanceadvancers.rorn

info@freelanceadvanrers.com

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

RADIO COMMERCIALS

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for
advertising & media firms.
Our rates are the most
competitive in the industry!
Advertiser's Professional Liability
Property & Liability Coverage
Life & Disability Insurance
Group Health, Dental, & Pensions
Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur
Coverage for Freelancers too!

Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CIC @ 212-370-3900
Arnold K. Davis & Company, Inc.

The other guys charge a fortune
to cover the cost of their big space ads.
Our Clio -winning Productions sound
great, too. But when you hear our prices,
they sound unbelievable.

800/789 -RADIO
Sounds almost too good to be true.

www.kenrayzor.com

www.killerradio.net
RADIO PRODUCTION

we write
we polish
we produce

Killer Radio
www.kenrayzor.com (888) KRSound

www.spotguy.com
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EAST SERVICES & RESOURCES
RADIO PRODUCTION

RADIO PRODUCTION

YELLOW PAGE SERVICES
O'Halloran Advertising Inc.
Serving Clients' National & Regional
Directory Advertising Needs
For Over 30 Years: Call For FREE Analysis
800.762.0054 x222 ohalloranagency.com

bert
& company

WADIO:
IT'S LIKE

ADWEEK ONLINE:

3-D
RADIO.

FINDING THE RIGHT EMPLOYER

If you couldn't pee
you'd call a specialist,
right?
Well, we're like a
urologist for radio.

www.wadio.com

JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT FASTER
ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified Online at

adweek.com, the most comprehensive
and most up-to-date source of advertising,

marketing and media positions, has
several new features that will help you
streamline and target your search:

Instant e-mail responses.Just by

clicking on an email link that

appears in many online ads, you
can send your resume, cover letter, and other material in seconds

to a prospective employer. And
this means to confidential ads, too!

Visit an employer's web page.
Many online ads have a direct link
to the company's website, so you

Bert Berdis

can learn more about them fast.

Direct links to the ADWEEK
MAGAZINES Archives. Just by

WorkiWideWadio
V WOOD

work with the best in the business
bertberdisandco.com

clicking on the company's name,
subscribers to ADWEEK Online's
premium services can search the
Adweek, Brandweek, Mediaweek,

LA: 323 957 3399 NY: 212 768 9717

call for the reel 323-462-7261

features about an employer. The
more you know, the smarter you'll

H

O

L

L

and MC archives for news and
search.

www.kamen.com

VISIT ADWEEK.COM

RADIO PRODUCTION

Killer Radio!

In print and online.
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

www.kenrayzor.com (888) KRSound

www.The-Translation-Station.com

VOICE-OVERS
Promos, too!

johnmatthew.com

THE HIRE AUTHORITY

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &

A Story in Every Spot

Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise

HEAR THE FULL "LITTLE GUYS" STORY AT...

WEB DESIGN
Art Directors. Copywriters.
Get your portfolio online
with your own personal website.
Visit: cyberadbook.com

L

Classified is

"Artificial insemination
requires a sample of
your little guys."

TRANSLATIONS/LANGUAGE
SERVICES

now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK

www.radio-ranch.com/pg3.html
Phone (323)462-4966

k

r.:131-SISV ALLY

Log Onto Adweek Online Today
Help Wanted Ads - by job type - from all six classified
regions of Adweek, Brandweek, & Mediaweek
Contacts - the names and addresses you need from
fully searchable databases
Stay Up - to - date on current news, people moves, key
industry issues, account changes
Visit our Website at: http://www.adweek.com
e-mail: adweek@adweek.com

Hod

1-800-7-ADWEEK

THREE AUDIENCES
FOR THE PRICE
OF ONE
For one low price, your Classified ad appears in three different
magazines: ADWEEK Classified, BRANDWEEK Classified and
MEDIAWEEK Classified.
THREE FOR ONE
, not a bad idea.
Call S.Weissman at 1-800-7-ADWEEK
or just Fax it to: (646) 654-5313
.

.

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES
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EMPLOYMENT

OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES
NOTICE

MERGERS & ACQISITIONS

Merger/Acquisition
Full

service, established, prepress

service bureau and imaging company

looking to acquire the same. Must be
in Manhattan. All replies strictly confidential. Contact:

Melvin Fischler
Boro Graphic Technologies, Inc.

BE A DOER
Advertise in ADWEEK classifieds, and you'll be rewarded

with responses. And maybe
more than that. Be a mover
and a shaker with ADWEEK
classifieds. Call NOW!

at: 212-244-7950

Marketing Associate
Sprint PCS, a leader in wireless communications, is seeking a New York Metro Marketing
Associate with two to three years of marketing/advertising experience. The position's
responsibilities encompass all areas of marketing including advertising, competitive
analysis, customer loyalty and financial metrics analysis. In particular, the position will
require collecting, analyzing and internally communicating competitors' activities;
managing the advertising agency's New York activities as well as the area's advertising
budget; working with local market media vendors; securing incremental media value over
and above advertising media dollars placed; creating and executing customer loyalty
activities; and establishing performance benchmarks for marketing programs and
monitoring their performance.

Call
1-800-7-ADWEEK

EMPLOYMENT

Skills/Knowledge Preferred:
Excellent communication skills

The Power of Being Here.

Ability to manage multiple time sensitive projects
Strong knowledge of Excel, Word and PowerPoint
Advertising agency experience
Experience with competitive research and analysis

Choice Hotels International is one of the world's largest hotel franchisers, with more
than 5,000 locations worldwide. We're currently hiring for several key positions In
our Advertising & Marketing Services Department:

Requirements:

Director, North American Advertising

Two to three years of related experience

BA/BS

Position supports VP in development and execution of long-term advertising and
promotional strategies. Interfaces with agency of record and internal creative team
to develop and execute national brand and promotional advertising. Manages Field &

If you're looking for an exciting, creative environment and are ready to be rewarded for
your talents, then Sprint PCS invites you to shape the future with us. We offer an
outstanding compensation and benefits package.

Co-op Advertising team. Requires a proven track record and at least eight years client

service experience at an ad agency, design firm or in-house communications group.

Manager, Marketing Services
Account Executive, Marketing Services

Sprint PCS°

These positions support the Director, Marketing Services and manage key collateral and

Interested candidates please submit
resumes with salary history to:

electronic projects as assigned. Ensures identity and standards are followed. At least five
years experience required for the Manager position; two years preferred for the AE position.

14k are proud ro be an EEO/AA employer M/F/O/V
Also, we Maintain a drug -free workplace and perforh,
pre -employment substance abuse testing.

lwa Ish01 @sari ntspectru m.com.

All positions require strong project management and multi -tasking experience,
including ability to write creative work plans/briefs, communications plans, and
manage budgets and deadlines. You'll also need strong presentation, interpersonal,

Business Development Mgr
CERADINI DESIGN INC

creative and teamwork skills. Experience working on a hospitality/travel account
required; franchise -based account experience preferred.

brand graphics

To experience the power of being here, forward résumé and salary requirements to,

Award -winning package design firm seeks

development manager with 3-5 yrs advertising

Media Planner/Buyer. Minimum five
years experience in all media:
broadcast and print; including na-

or design experience to manage our solid client

tional newspaper inserts. High en-

bright, talented individual to support continued

J. Loring, Adv & Mktg Services, Choice Hotels International

growth. We are searching for a business

10750 Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20901

CHOICE HOTELS
INTERNATIONAL

base and to prospect & develop new accounts.
Excellent growth potential for energetic, outgoing

...,

.---

ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.
All copy and artwork must be in our New York office no later than
WEDNESDAY. Copy received after Wednesday will be held and run in
the next available issue. We appreciate your cooperation.

Media Planner/Buyer
Established northern New Jersey
advertising agency is seeking a

individual in a comfortable, relaxed downtown
environment. Competitive salary and benefits.
Send res/sal req: 1123 Broadway Ste 307, NY,
NY 10010 1: 212 255-3705, info@ceradini.com

ergy level needed for this challenging
position! If you've got it, forward your
resume and salary requirement to:

ADWEEK BOX # 2518
770 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, New York 10003

Reach Your Ad Community In Adweek Magazines

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities

1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: Sara Weissman

MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $198.00, 1/2 inch increments: $99.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off second insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $35.00 per insertion. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they
are duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

Classified Asst: Michele Golden

The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $25.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified is commissionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 770 Broadway,

7th fl. New York, NY 10003.

1-800-723-9335

Fax: 646-654-5313.
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The Source - the #1 selling music magazine on America's newsstands and a
leading youth -culture publication currently has the following positions available:

MARKETING DIRECTOR
We seek a Marketing Director with 5+ years experience, preferably in consumer
magazines. Documented knowledge of the youth market a plus. Develop/oversee
all sales presentations as well as all client -sponsored events. Will also identify and
initiate strategies in select ad categories to grow pages in the magazine. Solid
knowledge of all research methodologies, i.e. MRI, PIB, a necessity.

PACIFIC LIFE, a leader in the financial services industry, offers a unique blend of
areer opportunities and an excellent work environment. We have the following
,pportunity available in Newport Beach for a:

SENIOR WRITER -FINANCIAL SERVICES

PROMOTION DIRECTOR

You will plan and execute marketing communications projects that support

We seek a Promotion Director with 3-5+ years experience, preferably in consumer
magazines. The ideal candidate will be able to document hands-on experience
in high -profile event planning and execution, the ability to initiate promotions

to grow advertising within the book and able to develop compelling added
value/merchandising opportunities for clients.

annuities and mutual funds sales by managing communication projects from concept to completion. This includes; developing marketing plans/timelines; writing marketing materials; collaborating with Internal departments Including Product Marketing,
National Accounts, Broker/Dealer Services and Wholesalers; developing launch
strategies and integrated marketing support; coordinating internal routing with
traffic manager; coordinating general, compliance and NASD review processes;

proofreading and sign -off with print production; and ensuring timely launch of
materials to meet division management and priorities.

Please send your resume, indicating the position of interest to:

The Source

Requires a Bachelors degree in journalism or marketing. Minimum seven to 10
years in marketing environment. Superior writing skills are essential. Excellent
project management skills are required. NASD Series 6 required within six months.

Attn: P. Ferraro
215 Park Ave So, 11th Floor
NYC 10003

Please send resume to Pacific Life, BP/IT, 700 Newport Center Drive, Newport
Beach, CA 92660 or e-mail: plemploy@PacificLife.com. Please visit our website
www.PacificLife.com. EOE

Or fax to: 212-253-9344
No phone calls please.

PACIFIC LIFE

The Source is an equal opportunity employer.

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR

GENERAL MANAGER

ART DIRECTOR

We're Grafik, one of DC's hottest advertising, Web and design shops. And we're

WDRB-TV, a Fox affiliate, and WFTE-TV,

looking for a senior -level Account Director

Louisville, Kentucky, in need of a general
manager following the retirement of
long-term GM. Reports to corporate
president. Solid bottom -line business
acumen combined with exceptional leadership, negotiation and organizational
skills necessary. Minimum 3 years station
management experience required. Send
resume and references to: William Block,
Jr., Block Communications, Inc., 541 N.
Superior, Toledo, OH 43660.

Small agency seeks experienced AD to
lead department. Candidates must have
over 7 years agency experience, consumer and product experience, management skills, and ability to work multiple
projects in fast paced environment.

who not only has a knack for building
relationships with clients, but can also
muscle answers to tough questions out of
them. To get our attention, you'll need at
least 5 years' agency experience; excellent
oral and written presentation skills,
excellent organizational skills and an

ability to interact gracefully with highlevel clients. You must be a strong strategic

thinker/planner and problem solver.
And you'll need the vision and sales savvy
to grow accounts in many areas.

a UPN affiliate, comprise a duopoly in

No calls, please.

New York, NY 10007

fast growing

a

agency is
searching for an AE. Minimum 2 years
DC -area

experience in an advertising agency
account management position required. Email resume and cover letter

to aeposition@lmo.com or fax to
Human

Resources

Manager

703-875-2199.

3O

Log Onto Adweek Online Today

VA 22314

We offer competitive salaries with benefits,

ADWEEK can offer you the exposure

E0E/MFDV.

you need in our Services & Resources
section. If you need to get your service
out to the people who matter, you need

to advertise now.

TO ADVERTISE CALL
1-800-7-ADWEEK

Blue Worldwide. HR Dept
110 Duane Street. Ste 2F

Washington,

EOE

Sound like you? Send your resume and
salary history to: careers@grafik.com.
fax to 703.299.5999 or mail to GRAFIK
Marketing Communications, 1199 N.
Fairfax Street. Suite 700, Alexandria,

No Phone Calls Please

Qualified candidates can mail resumes to:

Account Executive
LM&O Advertising,

Call for info

1-800-7-ADWEEK

Help Wanted Ads - by job type - from all six classified
regions of Adweek, Brandweek, & Mediaweek
Contacts - the names and addresses you need from
fully searchable databases
Stay Up - to - date on current news, people moves, key
industry issues, account changes

Visit our Website at: http://www.adweek.com
e-mail: adweek@adweek.com

For Classified Advertising Call S. Weissman at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
WITH ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

at

ADWEEK
DIRECTORIES

Order Your 2002 Edition of the
MEDIAWEEK Directory today!
Where can you find the up-to-date information you need
on the most powerful segments of the media instantly?
Turn to the 2002 MEDIAWEEK Directory - your best source
for media data, backed by the worldwide resources of
MEDIAWEEK Magazine.

No other reference gives you key contact and rate information on Radio, TV, Cable, Out -of Home, Magazines and Newspapers in one book. You'll find over 9,000 individual listings and
aver 40,000 personnel for the Top 100 Local Media Markets, the Top 300 Consumer
Magazines, the Top 150 Trade Magazines, plus National Networks, Syndicators and Sales
Reps. Organized by media type, each section provides detailed information on format, demographics, daypart avails, affiliation, representation, circulation, ownerhsip and much more.
The 2002 MEDIAWEEK Directory is also on CD-ROM and on the Web...with powerful

software that lets you search and retrieve information in seconds and export data for mail
merge with no restrictions!

THE ADWEEK DIRECTORY IS AVAILABLE IN PRINT,

CD-ROM AND ON THE WEB. For faster service or
more information, call 1-800-468-2395.
0 Recycled Paper

MJYES! Please rush my order of

EEK, the 2002 MEDIAWEEK Directory in
DIRECTORIES

the format I have chosen.

Name

0 Standing Order Option. (Check this box and

Title

your order will be automatically renewed for
you next year at this year's prices.)

Company

Check enclosed for $

Address

J

City/State/Zip

Phone

Bill Me (Directories shipped upon payment.)

Charge my: J Visa 0 MC 0 AMEX

Fax

Account #

E-mail

Exp Date

PRINT EDITION $359

Signature

0 CD-ROM EDITION $495
0 CD-ROM & PRINT COMBINED $765

To order ADWEEK DIRECTORIES Online,

U.S. & C

MWDI0102

go to www.adweek.com

residents, MIN add SIP ter iddiming & Maim. Al steer men-U.S., add S45. Add applicable all tax le CA, a, GA, L. MO, MA, NJ, NT, ON, IX & Card&

L

ANEEKDYES! Please rush my order of

the 2002 MEDIAWEEK Directory in
DIRECTORIES

the format I have chosen.

Name

U Standing Order Option. (Check this box and

Title

your order will be automatically renewed for
you next year at this year's prices.)

Company

Check enclosed for $

Address
U Bill Me (Directories shipped upon payment.)

City/State/Zip

Phone

Charge my: 0 Visa [3 MC 0 AMEX

Fax

Account #

E-mail

0 PRINT EDITION $359
0 CD-ROM EDITION $495
CD-ROM & PRINT COMBINED $765
UJ. & Camilm residents, please add Slt ler

& MMus Al otter

Exp Date

Signature
MWDI0102

To order ADWEEK DIRECTORIES Online,

go to www.adweek.com
SM. MI appkelds sales to le CA, Ft, GA, I, MN, IM, NJ, NY, ON, TX & Coed&

ADWEEK THE MEDIAWEEK
DIRECTORIES,

DIRECTORY
All the media
information you
need for the
new millennium!
For faster service or for
information on our
CD-ROM, call 1-800-468-2395.
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and what makes a magazine special," says

Style and Substance

Whitaker. "I thought she could help me move
the magazine forward...to have the coherence

and sophistication that you find in better

SURROUNDED IN HER NEWSWEEK OFFICE BY A COLLECTION OF BOUND VOLUMES OF

monthly magazines."
"There are ways I see stories going together on a page that allows me to have a different
voice in this group," says Kalins, who is part of
a management troika that includes Whitaker
and managing editor Jon Meacham. "And to
their credit, they seem to want that."
Kalins had been working on a number of

Saveur, Garden Design and Metropolitan Home, veteran editor Dorothy
Kalins does not include any picturesque spreads of bora Bora caves in
her portfolio. Kalins' experience, highlighted by her running of award -

conceptual changes to Newsweek when the
events of Sept. 11 led to the quick implementation of a number of alterations. Some of the
changes are subtle, such as the deep red bar

Dorothy Kalins may be a news neophyte, but
Newsweek has welcomed her discerning eye

winning epicurean and shelter magazines (she
founded Met Home in 1981, as well as Saveur
in 1994), at first glance could not be more far
afield from her current role as executive editor
of the 3.2 million -circulation Newsweek.
Despite the growing number of soft -news
cover stories being published by all the

newsweeldies when Kalins was hired last
April, Newsweek editor Mark Whitaker says he

tapped Kalins not to make content changes

but to infuse the Washington Post Co. owned title with her aesthetic and presentational expertise. "I looked around and saw that
we had a lot of really talented journalists, but
what we didn't have that much of were expe-

rienced magazine-makers-people who can

Al Qaeda

Suns for
The Hills
he is, ILL,
l)Samabin adra,
hoe, lelany of his tut)
lieutenants are dead,

tear net,ork can
- ,TerateWithOUt.aStatel.lk NEN SW
Spetlial nepoituri tlfe finch,' Of Al

understand how to look at a magazine whole

Maximum impact:
Kalins has
encouraged the
use of bigger, more
powerful images
on Newsweek's
opening spreads.

A Conversation With America"
(,)

Sunday, the one day people want more of.
70% of Americans say Sunday is the only day
during the week they can relax and 87% say they
look forward to reading the Sunday newspaper.*
To learn how you can reach more than 75 million
readers every Sunday in America, call Jim Hackett,
Senior Vice President/Advertising, at (212) 450-7125.

to

* Harris Interactive/Yankelovich, Sunday In American" 2001

Finally, BEN STILLER discovers how

www.mediaweek.com
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Cs
that replaced the smaller bright border atop
every page. More substantive changes were

aging editor Kathleen Deveny.
"There is a mantle of responsibility to do

made to the front -of -book Periscope section,
which Kalins says "had a tendency to get a lit-

what's right for the magazine," says Kalins.
"But on the other hand, you don't want to be

tle cute." And with fast -changing developments in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks
and then the war in Afghanistan, the whole
upfront section of the book needed a facelift-

trapped by tradition. As an outsider, I have the

pronto. "The Buzz," a regular feature that had
run playful, pop-up video -style graphics on
issues like New York mayor Rudy Giuliani's

relationship with his "good friend" Judith
Nathan, disappeared.
"We needed places for breaking news and
shorter pieces," Kalins says. "We already had
been thinking about how we wanted the pages
to look. The mood of 9-11 did it for us."
Since September, Newsweek has used more

spreads to open its news report, for greater
impact. "Sometimes there [had been] an instinct to tell a story with 12 photos, when three
would do better," explains Kalins. "It's about
making a more powerful magazine."

While the newsweeklies in recent years
have all emphasized shorter, "salted -peanut"
pieces that readers can digest quickly,
Whitaker says, Newsweek recently has published several in-depth articles, such as inter-

fingertips for the magazine part, not the instinctive [news] reaction."-LG

about the smaller version when it was first
shown to them, but once the current format hit
the table, reactions were strong. "They got suspicious," says a Wenner executive. "They said,
`Why make it smaller unless it's a cop-out?'"

In a tough advertising environment, the

Size Does Matter
RS sticks with its familiar look
Rolling Stone readers have put the kibosh on

a tentative plan to transform the biweekly's trademark oversized, saddle -stitched
format to a perfect -bound, high -gloss look favored by most monthlies. Publisher Wenner
Media recently decided to stick with the current format following six focus -group meetings-half comprised of twenty -somethings,
the others with readers in their 30s-last fall in
Philadelphia, Chicago and Westport, Conn.
"We dropped any consideration of changing," says Kent Brownridge, senior vp/general manager of Wenner, which also publishes
Men's Journal and Us Weekly. "Readers love
Rolling Stone the way it is. They appreciate the

national editions editor Fareed Zakaria's
"Why They Hate Us" Oct. 15 cover story,

oversize format and all the special qualities
that it brings them."
Wenner was set to test the smaller format

which looked at the roots of Islamic rage.

(which mirrored the size of Men's Journal) on

By March, Newsweek's back -of -book Focus

newsstands with the Dec. 6 "People of the

section, whose service topics range from
health to travel, will be renamed and re-

Year" double issue, but focus -group feedback
"made it clear there would be more resistance
than acceptance," says Wenner spokesman Stu-

vamped with a helping of humor. "It never felt
attached to the rest of the book," says Kalins,
who is leading the remake of Focus with man-

In RS' case, size clearly does matter. For the

most part, the focus groups were enthusiastic

art Zakim. So the reformatted edition never
went to press.

glossy version-which would have had thicker,
higher -quality paper-may have made Rolling
Stone more attractive to advertisers. The refor-

matted version would also have been more
newsstand -friendly, likely earning the biweekly
better positioning. Instead, the 1.3 million-circ
RS will forge ahead with the format it has used
for 17 years. Through its Jan. 31 issue, RS' ad

pages are down 18.8 percent this year, to 64,
according to the Mediaweek Monitor. -LG

HomeStyle Folds
Ad pages slid despite redesign
repeated efforts to jump-start
HomeStyle, G+J USA's 10 -times -yearly

After

shelter magazine, president/CEO Dan
Brewster pulled the plug last week. The March
issue will be the 13 -year -old HomeSk's last;
34 staffers will be laid off.
The move came just a week after Brewster

announced there would be a "need for sacrifice" at G+J, including "streamlining corporate functions" and an immediate salary freeze
(which will be reassessed in April).
Ina staff memo on HomeStyle, Brewster said
that "in the current economic environment we
must concentrate our resources in areas that are

It's coming, March 4th, when NMEINMAGAZNIES unveils this year's HOT LIST. The 10 consumer
magazines that are burning brightest, blazing trails, making sparks fly. The most anticipated annual
list in the magazine business.
The Consumer Magazine Report in Adweek, Brandweek and Mediaweek also includes: Executive of
the Year, Editor of the Year, Startup of the Year, Creative Team of the Year and the 10 Hottest
Up -and -Comers that are growing at a heated pace. Plus, 2001 fallout and its implications for the
future of the business.

ISSUE DATE: March 4th
AD CLOSE: February 13th
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central to G+J USA's portfolio." In a similar

ISSUE

DATE

CURRENT
PAGES

ISSUE DATE

PAGES

LAST YEAR

LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

YTD
PAGES

PERCENT
CHANGE

YTO
LAST YEAR

move last year, Brewster shuttered Family Circle's 15 lifestyle special -interest publications.

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT
ESPN The Magazine

21 -Jan

43.41

22 -Jan

37.16

16.82%

73.73

70.07

5.22%

Shortly after he took over at G+J in early
2000, Brewster pledged that the company's
magazines, which include Fitness, YM and
Parents, would all maintain their positions as
category leaders or rise to the top. Yet in the
case of HomeStyle, despite a revolving door
of editors, publishers, two name changes and
an extensive redesign,

Forbese

21 -Jan

45.10

22 -Jan

84.90

-46.88%

137.40

233.70

-41.21%

Fortune

21 -Jan

49.97

22 -Jan

110.84

-54.92%

101.38

236.34

-57.10%

20.75

17.75

16.91%

National Review

Rolling Stone

NO ISSUE
31 -Jan

35.50

-16.90%

63.89

78.73

-18.85%

268.40

-37.41%

397.15

636.59

-37.61%

ISSUE DATE

PAGES

LAST YEAR

LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

Yin
PAGES

YID
LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

29.50

1 -Feb

167.98

CATEGORY TOTAL

e. --Publisher's estimates
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the title never man-

The March issue of
G+J's HomeStyle will
be its last.

aged to elevate its status in the fiercely
competitive shelter
which
category,
includes Hearst Magazines' House Beautiful, Conde Nast's
House dr Garden and
Hachette Filipacchi
Media's Elle Decor.
G+J also is still feel-

ing the effects of two costly acquisitions in
2000. At the crest of the Internet wave, Brewster spent $200 million to acquire Inc. and $360
million (plus future payments to former owner
Mort Zuckerman) for Fast Company -both of
which are now suffering from steep declines in

ISSUE

DATE

CURRENT
PAGES

NEWS/BUSINESS
14 -Jan

35.89

15 -Jan

55.51

-35.34%

35.89

114.47

-68.65%

5 -Jan

27.00

6 -Jan

42.00

-35.71%

27.00

42.00

-35.71%

NewsweekEix

14 -Jan

39.86

15 -Jan

22.40

77.95%

39.86

48.66

-18.08%

The New Republic

14 -Jan

4.84

15 -Jan

5.49

-11.84%

4.84

10.19

-52.50%

Time

14 -Jan

23.73

15 -Jan

56.78

-58.21%

23.73

94.09

-74.78%

US News 8 World Report

14 -Jan

17.96

8 -Jan

10.17

76.60%

17.96

10.17

76.60%

The Weekly Standard

21 -Jan

9.16

22 -Jan

9.81

-6.63%

14.82

17.29

-14.29%

202.16

-21.63%

164.10

336.87

-51.29%

8usinessWeekx
The Economist

158A4

Category Total

SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek

14 -Jan

16.37

15 -Jan

23.23

-29.53%

36.07

61.07

-40.94%

Entertainment Weekly

11 -Jan

24.29

12 -Jan

31.67

-23.30%

43.10

53.66

-19.68%

Golf World

11 -Jan

24.14

12 -Jan

21.33

13.17%

24.14

21.33

13.17%

New Yorkx

14 -Jan

41.60

15 -Jan

22.00

89.09%

95.30

104.10

-8.45%

PeopleX

14 -Jan

61.99

15 -Jan

58.88

5.28%

61.99

103.25

-39.96%

The Sporting News

14 -Jan

12.20

15 -Jan

8.85

37.85%

19.53

12.93

51.04%

Sports Illustrated

14 -Jan

26.03

15 -Jan

26.41

-1.44%

52.09

52.41

-0.61%

The New Yorker

14 -Jan

24.11

15 -Jan

32.69

-26.25%

39.73

53.68

-25.99%

9 -Jan

51.00

10 -Jan

62.13

-17.91%

93.88

111.69

-15.95%

12 -Jan

45.40

13 -Jan

60.79

-25.32%

74.21

115.97

-36.01%

24.33

21.67

Time Out New York
TV Guide

347.98

-5.99%

564.37

711.76

12.28%
-20.71%

14 -Jan

17.07

-0.59%

27.50

29.49

-6.75%

14 -Jan

18.03

-0.94%

26.73

28.30

-5550/0

34.83

35.10

-0.77%

57.79

-6.16%

520.40

585.24

-ii.orA,

54.23
782.70

1,1 06.42

-29.26%

NO ISSUE

ad pages.
For the first half of 2001, HomeStyle's paid

US Weekly

circulation fell 4.6 percent compared to the

SUNDAY MAGAZINES

same period in 2000, to 974,336, and single copy sales plunged 27 percent, according to the

Parade

13 -Jan

16.97

USA Weekend

13 -Jan

17.86

Audit Bureau of Circulations. The title's ad

TOTALS

pages slid 26.1 percent last year, to 469, reports

E=estimated page counts; X=2001 YTD included an out -of -cycle issue

327.13

Category Total

Category Total

the Mediaweek Monitor. -LG

THE ONLY YOUNG -ADULT
SCIENCE, NATURE &
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
ON BROADCAST TELEVISION

Seen every weekend in over 80% of the country.
Ad Sales:
(212) 972-7070
www.tvimedia.tv

Teens (Vpth)
217
204
124

City Guys
Elimidate

Scope
Fifth Wheel
WW Police Videos
The Pet Shop
Chicken Soup/Soul
Secret Adv Jules Verne
Tracker
Rendez-View
Shipmates

Hosted by Joe Penny and Alexandra Cousteau
Produced by:
Liberty International
Entertainment Inc. & IDEA
Television

All New First -Run Series

media -

115
102
98
88

78
78
72
65

Source: Nielsen NSS pocketpiece ranked on Viewers
per thousand, Q -T -D through 11/25/01

www.mediaweek.com
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Jr side Media

Calendar
The Radio and Television Research Council will present a panel discussion,
"Anatomy of Cross -Platform Deals: A
Euphemism for Cheap CPMs?" Jan. 14
at the Yale Club in New York. Contact:
Rosemarie Sharpe, 212-481-3038.

International Sport Summit will be held
Jan. 16-18 at the Marriott Marquis in New
York. Topics to be covered include the
upcoming Winter Olympics, the growth of
women's sports, and sports -venue sponsorships. Speakers will include Ted Leonsis, owner of the Washington Capitals
and vice chairman of America Online.
Contact: 301-493-5500.

The National Association of Television
Programming Executives will present
its annual conference and exhibition
Jan. 21-24 at the Las Vegas Convention
Center. Contact: 310-453-4440.
Cable and Telecommunications Association for Marketing will present the 2002
Research Conference Jan. 27-30 at the
Sheraton San Diego Hotel. Contact: 703549-4200.
Magazine Publishers of America will present the Henry Johnson Fisher Awards
Jan. 30 at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York. This year's honorees for lifetime
achievement in the magazine business
are Playboy founder and editor in chief
Hugh Hefner and Rick Smith, chairman
and editor in chief of Newsweek. Contact:
212-872-3755.

The RAB2002 Radio Sales, Management
& Leadership Conference, presented by
the Radio Advertising Bureau, will be held
Feb. 7-10 at Disney's Coronado Springs
Resort at Walt Disney World in Orlando,
Fla. Contact: 800-917-4269.
The American Association of Advertising
Agencies will present the AAAA Media
Conference and Trade Show, this year
themed "Media: Going Forward," Feb. 1315 at Disney's Contemporary Resort in
Orlando, Ra. The event includes discussion
groups with media directors form 4A's
agencies; general session with journalists
from ABC News; breakout sessions on
account planning, out -of -home and interac-

tive media. Contact: 212-850-0850.
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NEWS OF THE MARKET

CMT Launches Duets Series

MTV Networks' CMT: Country Music
Television last night premiered CMT
Crossroads, a monthly performance series that
teams up country music stars with artists
from other genres, including pop, rock and
rhythm and blues. The January edition features Lucinda Williams and Elvis Costello; in
February, Crossroads will pair Hank Williams
Jr. with Kid Rock. The hour-long series is
hosted by Stan Lynch, former drummer for

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers.
Arbitron Tweaks Race Methodology
Arbitron has made changes in how it tracks
and collects information about the race, ethnicity and language preference of the people it
contacts for its quarterly radio -audience surveys. Beginning with the Wmter survey (Jan.
3 to March 27), Arbitron is asking about a
household's race and ethnicity during the
diary placement telephone call in all 210 markets. Previously, the company asked about
race and ethnicity only in the 167 markets
that receive special survey treatment for
Hispanic and black respondents. The change
was made in order to accommodate Arbitron's
RADAR network radio service. In the 68 markets where Arbitron uses special survey treatments for Hispanics, it will collect information about the language preference, age and
sex of household members during the diary
placement call when the household identifies
itself as Hispanic. Previously, language preference info was collected in diaries. By collecting this information at placement, Arbitron
will have a larger sample of Hispanics for
gauging language preference in a market and
its effect on survey participation.
Parade Launches Kenyon Show on WINS

Parade magazine has launched a new hourlong entertainment program on New York's
WINS -AM station. Hosted by Sandy
Kenyon, the veteran WINS entertainment
reporter who recently became a contributing
editor for Parade, the daily morning show
will offer entertainment reviews and news.
Kenyon will also provide exclusive entertainment news and interviews for Parade
RadioFax service affiliates.
Joyner Adds San Fran, Loses Dallas Mills
Tom Joyner, the most popular morning man
in Urban radio, has gained one top -10 affiliate and lost another. His show launched last
week on KISQ-FM in San Francisco, a Clear
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Channel-owned Rhythm & Blues Oldies station. In Dallas, Joyner was dropped from
Service Broadcasting's KRNB-FM after
Service and syndicator ABC Radio Networks
failed to reach an agreement. ABC is working
on regaining clearance in Dallas. Joyner currently clears eight top -10 radio markets.
Fox Goes Wide for Super Bowl
Fox Sports, in a deal with RCA, a brand of
Thomson multimedia, will televise Super
Bowl XXXVI on Sunday, Feb. 3, in a 16:9

digital format that it has dubbed Fox
Widescreen. From pregame show to sign -off,
the entire Fox coverage of the Super Bowl
will be aired in the wide-screen 480 progressive format. Thomson will provide the broadcast equipment for production of both the
analog and digital broadcasts, including 12
cameras. Among them will be cameras available to do digital super -slow-motion replays,
so viewers will get to see both real-time
action and replays in high -definition. The
difital broadcast will be available in some 41
percent of U.S. households via 18 Fox
owned -and -affiliated stations.

Outdoor Life Gets Vuitton Cisi Rights

Outdoor Life network has acquired the rights
to the Louis Vuitton Cup, a challenger series
to the America's Cup sailing competition.
OLN will air 450 hours of the race between
the October 2002 start, in Auckland, New
Zealand, through its February 2003 finish.
The Cup previously aired on ESPN. Ten
teams from seven different countries will be
participating, including three from the U.S.
Natural History Shoots For the Stars
Natural History is publishing an extra issue
entitled "City of Stars: A New Yorker's
Guide to the Cosmos," due out today. The
edition will go to 100,000 of the magazine's
New York metro -area subscribers and
donors of the American Museum of Natural
History, the magazine's publisher, with a
limited number sold for $5 at the museum.
The issue, which will highlight great spots
in New York from which to observe the
stars, will be guest -edited by astrophysicist
Neil deGrasse Tyson and Frederick P. Rose,
director of the museum's Hayden Planetarium. NH limited sponsorship to six high end companies, including Rolex, MercedesBenz and Dom Perignon. The 10 -times yearly title plans to make this special subscriber -only issue an annual.

Movers
EDITED BY ANNE TORPEY-KEMPH
CABLE TV
Danielle Gelber was named vp of original

programming at Showtime Networks.
Previously, she was senior vp of drama
series programming at Fox.
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keep right on sailing through troubled
fresh crop of rumors. One doozy making the waters...The execs of Biography magazine are
basking in the afterglow of hosting last week's
rounds at Time Inc. has Carol Wallace,
National Board of Review film -awards gala.
People managing editor for five years, packSome 600 guests
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gathered at Central
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Bob Thornton.
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side...Among the 85 heroic
Klinger has nothing to worry about." As for
McNally photographed for the "Faces of
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Vanderbilt Hall in Grand Central Station last
heard I was dating George Clooney."...
week, were Tom Franklin, the photographer
Steve Harvey, Radio One's morning man
for The (Bergen, NJ.)
on L.A. station KKBT-FM "The Beat" and
Record who made the
star of the eponymously named WB prime memorable picture of
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the Olympic torch through Hollywood on
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Jan. 15. His run will begin at 7:30 p.m. and
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David Handschuh, who
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nearly lost his life when
Corp. chairman Rupert Murdoch promises to
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Smirnoff, director of
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telecommunications for
employees in his vast media empire. The perthe Empire State Building, who helped get a
sonal message thanked staffers for their
dozen TV stations back up and running by
efforts and contrirelocating their antennas to the midtown
butions during difficult times and noted skyscraper. The exhibit, sponsored by Time
magazine and Morgan Stanley, was a sobercertain sacrifices
ing reminder of the events of Sept. 11, but
and belt -tightening
AOL Time Warner's soon -retiring CEO,
measures they'll all
Gerald Levin, kicked off the evening with a
have to endure.
little levity. After introducing the exhibit, he
Coincidentally, the
nodded to guest speaker and freshly ex -New
same addressees
York City mayor Rudy Giuliani and said:
have also been get"On a personal note, when it comes to this
ting frequent e-mail
May, I'll be following Rudy into civilian life,
updates about the
and I'll count on him to blaze the trail to
Team News Corp.
vocational reincarnation."
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THE NEW YEAR always seems to usher in a

MEDIA
Peter Kelr, former senior media buyer at
Carat/ICG, has been named broadcast
supervisor at Round2 Communications, a

Los Angeles -based buying firm...Scott
Baradell has been named vp of corporate
communications for Belo Corp. He joins
Belo from Brightpod, a wireless technology
consulting firm, where he was co-founder
and chief marketing officer.

RADIO
Rich Porter has been named senior vp and
regional manager of Radio One's stations in
Louisville, Ky., and in Dayton, Cincinnati and
Columbus, Ohio. He will also serve as gen-

eral manager for the Cincinnati stations,
WIZF-FM and WDBZ-AM. He was most
recently vp and market manager for Clear
Channel's eight stations in Dayton. And
Howard Mazer has been promoted from
station manager to gm of WWIN-AM, WWINFM, WERQ-FM and WOLB-AM, Radio One's

cluster in Baltimore...Katey Byrne has
been promoted to vp of radio group sales
for Clear Channel's southeast region,

from general sales manager of the company's Atlanta stations.

MAGAZINES
Jon Chalon, former vp/associate publisher,

has been named publisher of Vibe/Spin
Ventures' Spin.. .BusinessWeek's Paul
MaravIglia has been upped to international

advertising director from managing

director Europe...Jane Grenler has been
promoted from executive creative services
director at Conde Nast's Gourmet to associate publisher/creative services.

NEWSPAPERS
Erich Linker Jr., who spent more than 20
years at The New York Times in advertising

and marketing posts, was named senior
vp of national sales for Newspapers First,
the sales and marketing rep firm for
newspapers. Linker replaces Jim Lytle,
who recently retired. Most recently, Linker
was senior vp of corporate development
for Orb Inc. and executive vp of ad sales
for Presspoint Inc.
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BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Why Live Without Fear?
IT TOOK MEDIA PERSON A WHILE TO GET AROUND TO FEAR

in which the staffers themselves sometimes

Factor, which is too bad because it turns out he rather enjoys watching people bob for apples in a water tank roiling with snakes. Why

test the stunts-would probably be even

all the other critics have called this kind of stuff trashy, disgusting
and exploitive, Media Person has no idea.

more fun to watch than the show as it exists
now. Who better than those who dream up
the torture to be subjected to it?
But Media Person recommends reading

the first rank. They brag, express certainty
that they will win, spew the inane clichés of

the Web site, anyway. There are sharp

Actually, Media Person has seen only
half of one episode. Now an ordinary critic

the moment and frequently emit those

to cook sheep's eyes or figure out how

wouldn't dare analyze the show on such

son is no ordinary critic. Much like the
Gallup Poll, he can tell all he needs to

annoying whooping noises that signify one
is enthusiastic about something meaningless
or that one has achieved something great,
like fanging an apple out of a tank filled with

many worms you need to fill a worm pit
and why it's OK for contestants to eat beetles, as opposed to maggots. Also, you'll
find the latest rejected ideas from viewers,

know from a mere sliver of vital informa-

harmless snakes.

such as eating cat feces, wearing a crawfish
diaper and the classic "spend five minutes
with my wife."
While watching the actual show, Media

scant familiarity, but of course, Media Per-

tion. Don't forget, MP is the man who

In case you're wondering how the

turned off the premiere of Friends after five

show's staff comes up with such crazy ideas,

minutes, snorting, "No one will sip this

you can find out on the Fear Factor Web
site, on which one of the staffers has writ-

weak tea!"
Now he is here to predict that Fear Fac-

tor will be a big hit, and so keen is Media
Person's insight that already his prophecy
has come true. It is a big hit.

Sure, the snake segment would have
been twice as much fun if the serpents had
been poisonous, but MP figured some Ner-

vous Nellie at network probably put the
kibosh on that idea. Media Person sympathized with the snakes, which were just a
harmless, nontoxic variety and not some
deadly krait or puff adder that could protect itself against assault by an enormous

ten thusly:
"We were sitting around the Fear Factor
offices one day kicking around some crazy
ideas, when somebody asked, 'Would it be
possible to have a person bob for apples in a
tank filled with water snakes?' Most of our
stunts usually start out with a simple question like that. Somebody might ask, 'Would

insights into such questions as the best way

Person also saw a stunt in which contestants had to drive a car off the roof of a

three-story building to see who could
launch it the farthest. A gigantic pile of
cardboard boxes cushioned the landing.
Before takeoff, one contestant sat in the
driver's seat repeating to herself, "Focus,
focus," as though there were some really
esoteric technique to master aside from

MP IS THE PERSON WHO TURNED OFF THE PREMIERE OF FRIENDS AFTER

FIVE MINUTES, SNORTING, "NO ONE WILL SIP THIS WEAK TEA!"

gurgling human head with a red fruit
clenched in its teeth, a sight guaranteed to

it be safe to have somebody feed meat to a

give your average reptile hissing night-

trained tiger?' Or, 'Would it be OK to eat
live maggots?' The answer to both of those

mares. Even so, it made for thrilling televi-

sion and was in the tradition of such TV
classics as Truth or Consequences, Candid
Camera and You Bet Your Life, all of which
involved tormenting hapless innocents.

Let's face it; we all enjoy seeing other
people humiliated, and anyone who denies
this is not cruel enough to survive long on
this planet anyhow, so there is no need to
pay him any mind.
The contestants on Fear Factor especially
deserve humiliation, as they are imbeciles of

questions is no. And the reason we know the
answers to such questions is because we do a
helluva lot of research around here."

It was an answer that disappointed Media Person, because now he knew there was

no chance of his seeing one of the obnoxious contestants killed or seriously injured.

holding the wheel steady and stamping the
accelerator down.
Media Person did not like this segment
at all, as it not only appeared to be very safe
for the helmeted, strapped -in moron contestants (indeed, they all emerged without
a scratch) but even fun. He would have pre-

ferred that they simply be hurled off the

This considerably reduced the show's

roof by a gang of drug -crazed skinheads.
But the thing that scares Media Person is
the thought that Fear Factor is being watched

appeal for him.

by repressive governments all over the

It also made him think that the staff
meetings, as well as the research sessions-
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world. If so, Amnesty International is about
to enter its most challenging era.

f).fb
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New York Marriott Marquis

The Starting Point For
Effective TV Plans

The 20th Annual Cable Advertising Conference
will connect you to new planning strategies for
achieving growth objectives with television.
Find out from some of the top names in the
business how the strength of cable's network
brands will build your brands in 2002 and beyo.
Panels will cover:
pportunities For Marketing In Difficult Times
he Continuing Evolution Of
elevision Programming
Unique Ways That Cable Is Being Used
To Support Marketing Goals
Multicultural Marketing
Integrating Television Et the Internet

To register online...
tog -on to www.cabletvadbureau.com
and click "Cable Advertising Conference"
button on home page; or call
(212) 508-1214.

Lou Dobbs
Anchor/Managing Editor
CNN's "Lou Dobbs Moneyline"

We want to than

Women
(and a lot of great men, too)

tor maKing us
111 for 2001.
#1 basic cable network in primetime in 2001.'
#1 basic cable network among all key women demos in
total day & primetime.2
29 consecutive months of HH ratings growth!3

Lifetime

rekv.ikz.v1m.

www.lifetimetv.com
02002 LIFETIME ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES

1) Nielsen Media Research, 1/1-12/30/01.Coverage area HH rating among all bask cable networks. Primetime = M -Su, 8-11pm. 2) Nielsen Media Research, 1/1-12/30/01.Coveragearea W 18-34,W 18-49,
W 25-54,W 18,,WW 18* ratings among all basic cable networks.Tied for 81 among W 18-34 in Prime. 3) Nielsen Media Research, 8/99-12/01. Monthly total day growth vs. comparable weeks prior year.

